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MAIR POIN:'1'8 AND ISSO!S IN CIJ! DECISIOB TO KOVH AllBAD 
WITB THE GOALS PROJEC'l' 

A, MAIN POiliTSI 

1. overall plan is to arrive at the development or a 
coalition of vision-driven institutions from lead and other 
communities. 

2. The role of the CIJE is to be a catalyst, not to do hands 
on work in institutions. 

3. Concern for lack of knowledge in this area and pool of 
able resource people calls for a gradual development of this 
coalition. 

4. The plan for this gradual development is as follows: 

a) development of a library of materials demonstrating the 
power of v ision (currently being collected by Marom). 

b) summer seminar in Israel: tor lay and pro leaders in Lead 
Communities and other interested communities, based on 
educated Jew project and theory of goals driven education, 
should empower participants to begin to get involved with 
vision in their communities, will end with announcement of 
coalition. · 

c) cije sponsored set of seminars concerning vision and 
goals in Lead Communities and beyond: this is not yet the 
coalition; rather, these will be clones of the Israel 
seminar, but with the goal of getting people to start up 
goals processes in their communities/institutions and to be 
part of 'the coalition; though proferance will be given to 
Lead Communities, no standards will have to be met in order 
to get into these seminars. 

d) the development of the coalition of vision driven 
institutions: for Lead Communities and others, but 
participants will have to meet certain standards - including 
an in-house staff person to run the local goals show1 
participants from Lead communities will be given preference, 
but if the lay and pro leadership (especially participants ot 
the Israel Seminar) do not generate a clientele for next 
year's seminars, they will not take place. 

s. The above will be presented together with a larger 
discussion of vision in education in Atlanta. 

6. The focus will be on working with lay and pro leadership 
in the collll'l\unities. The training institutions will not be 
dealt with at this stage of the project. 



B, ISSUES; . 

1) Regarding of notion of CIJI catalyst· veraua ha.nda•ona By 
what standards will the success of the catalyst be judged 
(keeping in mind that this is exactly what the Monitoring, 
Evaluation & Feedback team will be looking at)? 

2) Raqar4ing the training inatitutiona: Shouldn't the 
training institutions be invited to the summer seminar so 
that the question of their ·input into the goals project can 
be left open and investigated further down the line? 

3) aaqardinq the knowhow of workinq with qoals in 
communities and in• titution•: this will be a Mandel Institute 
research assignment. 

4) Regardin9 the pool o! able resource-people to work with 
inatitutiona in tb• coalitions Doesn't this involve a 
separate recruitment and training ·effort from the start? 
What will happQn if the coalition gets oft of the ground and 
these people are not yet trained and ready to go? 

5) Regarding the poat-Iarael p~e-coalition ••minarar this 
conception is not totally clear: 

- are these seminars set in various local communities or 
central events? 

are they to be given in an ongoing series or the ·same 
seminar ·for different coromunities? 

what ia the difference between the intensive week-long 
seminar and those spread out throught the year? 

6) Is there enough input her• into the development ot 
goals on the community level as part of the Leaa CommWlitiea 
planninq •fforta? 

7) Bow will you respond in Atlanta it the Lead Communities 
ask who is going to pay for allot this? If they want to know 
why they all of a sudden have to share the effort with other 
communities? 
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Subject: Goals Proiect 

First off, an apology for being out of touch for so very long. 
On my return to the States from Israel, I was immediately buried 
in much more work than I could handle (having to do with a new 
course I'm teaching, with being a member of time-consuming 
faculty search committee, with our new home, and, of course, with 
various CIJE-stufl). The result is that I've been pretty out of 
touch with a number of people that I should be in touch with. 

It makes me very happy that you find some of my formulations 
helpful. Please feel free to use them as much as you want. 

I don't know how much Seymour told you about the New York 
meetings, but the gist of what happened is that the group 
endorsed the notion of going ahead with some version of a 
Coalition of Vision-Driven Institutions, to be formally announced 
and inaugurated at the Seminar in Jerusalem this summer. We 
spoke a lot about the kinds of standards institutions would need 
to meet in order to be part of the coalition (a key ingredient), 
and we agreed in principle that membership should not be limited 
to the Lead Communities. There was also a lot of support for 
the idea that we develop a Library of Materials that speak to the 
importance of vision and goals and to their role in the 

Hit <CR> for next page, : to skip to next part ... 
BMAIL> 
[2J [Heducational process. Given our limited human resources, there 

didn't seem to be as much enthusiasm for direct work with the 
national denominations at this time. 

There were, howevever, some concerns voiced both during and after 
the meeting that have led Alan, Barry, Gail, and I to modify the 
approach somewhat. Concern #1: do we yet know enough to help 
institutions make significant progress in this area, or would be 
benefit from buying a little time? Concern #2: Are we warranted 
in being confident that there is a pool of able resource-people 



in Jewish education who would have have the the time and the 
desire to work intensively with institutions admitted to the 
coalition? 

These concerns -- which amount to worry that we might be 
promising more than we could deliver - led us in the course of 
subsequent conversations to approach the work of launching 
coalition in stages, rather than all at once. Both practically 
and conceptually this seemed to make sense to us. The revised 
approach is summarized in the memos I am forwarding to you -
memos which grew out of conversations with Barry and Gail. I 
have not yet had a chance to discuss these matters with Seymour 
and would be very grateful if you could share these materials 
with him and get his reactions. If possible, I will reach him by 
phone before the end of the weekend. 

We are still assuming that the Seminar for lay and professional 
leadership will take place in July in Jerusalem and are counting 
on the Mandel Institute for help in putting it together. We 
should do some serious talking about this seminar after the 
meeting in Atlanta this Tuesday, where the Goals Project will be 
discussed for the first time with the Lead Community 
professional/lay leadership. 

I hope all is well with you. Regards to Shmuel. 

Danny 

I 
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Date: 3/01/1994 3:50 pm (Tuesday) 

Subject: Atlanta-Part II 

Participants in the Summer Seminar will also have the 
opportunity to examine the cluster of significant issues that 
must be addressed by an institution once it has made a 
preliminary decision that it wants to move in the direction of 
being vision-driven. Strategies for addressing these issues will 
also be discussed. 

Among the outcomes anticipated from participation in the 
Summer Seminar are the following: a) a thoughtful, 
knowledge-based commitment to the idea that being vision-driven 
is very important; b) a richer understanding of the ways in which 
having a guiding vision can facilitate the development of a 
quality educational institution; c) an understanding of the 
issues that need to be addressed in trying to translate a vision 
into goals and goals into cuniculum and educational stn.ictures 
(under real world conditions); d) an understanding of the 
critical importance of generating broad-based support for a 
proposed vision; e) Some ideas concerning how to enlist the 
interest of local educating institutions in struggling with 
issues of vision -- and, in particular, in signing up for the 
seminars to be held next year in local communities. 

C. CUE-SPONSORED SET OF SEMINARS CONCERNING VISION AND GOALS IN 
LEAD CO.M:MUNITIES (and beyond): 

The agenda for these seminars will be described in ways that 
parallel the Summer Seminar in Jerusalem. There will, however, be 
an emphasis on 1. encouraging participants from local educating 
institutions to begin the process of clarifying their animating 



vision, and 2 . the possibility of participating ( down the road) 
in the Coalition of Vision Driven Institutions. 

Lay and professional leaders from all educating institutions 
in the Lead Communities will be invited to participate in these 
seminars. No special requirements, other than an agreement to 
participate on a regular basis, need be met in order to 
participate. 

Two outcomes are foreseen: 1. that a climate will be created 
through these seminars that will encourage local institutions to 
become significantly more serious about issues relating to vision 
and goals; and 2. that one or more institutions participating in 
these seminars might prove interested in and appropriate for 
participation in the Coalition the following year. 

Just as (a point I didn't make above) the summer seminar in 
Jerusalem will be open to participants from other than the Lead 
Communities, so too in the case of the local set of seminars. If 
one of the communities that participates in the summer seminar 
expresses an interest, we will try to find a way to accomodate 
them -- possibly through an intensive week-long seminar, rather 
than through seminars spread out throughout the year 

D . THE COALITION OF VISION-DRIVEN INSTITUTIONS 

In the spirit of Alan's caution about promising more than we 
can deliver, I will not say very much about the coalition, except 
that 1. it will probably start small; 2. that participating 
institutions will need to meet certain standards; 3. that among 
these standards is the availability of a person appointed by the 
institution or the community to guide the process and to work 
with CUE; 4. that participation in the Coalition will be open to 
institutions outside of Lead Communities; S. while institutions 
in Lead Communities cannot be guaranteed positions in the 
coalition, they can be assured that if choices need to be made 
between equally worthy institutions, Lead Community institutions 
will have priority; 6. that it is up to the lay and professional 
leadership of the community ( especially participants in the 
Israel Seminar) to generate a clientele for next year's seminars. 
If there is not interest, there will be no seminars. 

V. QUESTIONS/REACTIONS, ETC. 



I just looked at my watch and realize that I have to go. I must 
apologize for not having a chance to review this document for 
spelling or content. But in the interests of getting feedback, I 
thought it best to send it on. There are certain points, I 
realize, that need to be clarified ( even if the general substance 
seems ok): for example, who from within Lead communities should 
be encouraged to come to Jerusalem, given that the seminars will 
be held in local communities next year? 

I'm assuming we'll be in touch Thursday 7 a.m. my time in my 
office. If there's anything I should be thinking about before 
then, let me know. All the best. 
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Below is a succinct summary of the main points to be made in 
connection with the Goals Project in Atlanta. The sequence 
followed in the summary is roughly the sequence of the actual 
presentation. 

I. Introductory 

In the introductory discussion, I will briefly articulate 
CIJE's view that Vision and Goals, properly understood and used, 
play an indispensible role in the educational process, and that 
the Goals Project is designed to encourage Jewish communities and 
educating institutions to become engaged with issues of vision 
and goals. The remainder of the presentation is intended to do 
three things: a. to explain what CUE means by vision and goals, 
why it believes it crucial for educating institutions to attend 
to them in a serious way; b) to explain the ways in which the 
Goal Project will attempt to catalyze efforts in this area; and 
c) to map out and explain upcoming activities designed to move 
forward with this project, beginning with the Summer Seminar in 
Israel. 

II. What do we mean by visions and goals, and why are they 
important? 

This discussion will begin by distinguishing between 
substantive educational goals and instrumental goals, and it will 
then focus on substantive goals. I will then note the importance 
of anchoring substantive educational goals in a vision of a 
meaningful Jewish existence. 

The ways in which having such a vision can guide the 
educational process will be stressed (with emphasis on the 
contribution of vision to a) educational decision-making in the 

- .. --------· 



areas of goal-setting, curriculum design, personnel training, 
etc.; b) to assessment; and c) to the creation of a motivated and 
motivating social climate). 

I will illustrate the way in which one's vision can guide 
educational decision-making using one or more concrete examples, 
possibly from general education, e.g. "the kitchen" and the 
"kitchen staff' in a traditional school, in Summerhill, and in a 
Dewey School. 

I will contrast what education looks like in a vision-driven 
institution with what it looks like in a typical Jewish 
educational setting (hodge-podge informed by inadequate guiding 
principles like "Keep them interested; keep them coming; keep 
them quiet, 11 or "They should feel at home in a synagogue.," etc. 

I will stress that having a vision and goals in a meaningful 
sense goes well beyond having a mission-statement, and I will 
explain this point by referring to the ways in which 
mission-statements tend to be very vague and/or not widely or 
strongly identified with (or even known) and/or not used as a 
real guide to practice. 

I will go on to emphasize the difficulty of the enterprise: 
1. the desire to come up with a vision, 2. the process of 
identifying a compelling vision, 3. generating broad-based 
support for the vision, 4. translating the vision into meaningful 
educational terms (goals and structures), and 5. actual 
implementation under real-world conditions ----all of these, 1 
-5, are difficult to accomplish. They take thought, commitment, 
energy and time. Only individuals and institutions that 
recognize the importance of vision to the enterprise will be 
expected to undertake this effort. 

These points will round out the discussion of vision and goals. I 
am aware that I will not yet have distinguished between communal 
and institutional goals (and why we will be focusing on the 
institutional goals in the Goals Project). This could come 
either near the beginning (where I distinguish substantive from 
instrumental goals) or in the discussion of the Goals Project 
itself (which is the next item). 

ill. What is the Goals Project? 

A. Against the background ofII., I will identify the Goals 



Project as a CUE initiative designed to create a climate in 
Lead Communities (and elsewhere) that encourages and supports 
serious attention to the development and actualization of visions 
and goals. 

B. CLARIFICATIONS The Goals Project is 1) not the Educated 
Jew Project; 2) primarily concerned with visions and goals at 
the level of institutions (and views communities as agencies of 
stimulating appropriate involvement at institutional levels); 3) 
concerned with substantive as distinct from instrumental goals. 

C-E (below) go on toe describe the key elements in the Goals 
Project. 

C. The Goals Project will develop a body of materials that 
can be used to educate relevant individuals and organizations 
concerning the importance of educational visions and goals and 
concerning the ways in which institutions can begin articulating 
a vision and using it to guide educational practice. 

D. The Goals Project will work to educate lay and 
professional leaders at both communal and institutional levels 
concerning the ways in which serious, sustained attention to 
vision and goals can contribute mightily to the practice and 
outcomes of Jewish education. The Goals Project will try to 
encourage them to launch initiatives in this area. 

E. The Goals Project will launch and use its resources to 
support a Coalition of Vision-Driven Institutions. The Coalition 
will be made up of interested institutions that show evidence of 
being committed to becoming vision-driven and who meet otht::r 
standards that are necessary if the effort has a chance of 
succeeding. 

IV. ON THE HORIZON: FIB.ST STEPS 

A. LIBRARY OF MATERIALS: Efforts to develop a library of 
materials are already beginning. 

B. SUMMER SEMINAR IN ISRAEL. 

The Summer Seminar is Israel is designed to educate lay and 
professional leaders in Lead Communities and in other interested 
communities concerning the vital importance of vision and goals 



to the development of effective educational institutions. 

Participants will have the opportunity to wrestle with a 
number of powerful but very different visions of a meaningful 
Jewish existence and to examine how a commitment to one of them 
facilitates and guides educational decision-making at a variety 
of levels. 

END OF PART I --PART II FOLLOWS. 

--~---~--
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Below is a succinct summary of the main points to be made in 
connection with the Goals Project in Atlanta. The sequence 
followed in the summary is roughly the sequence of the actual 
presentation. 

I. Introductory 

In the introductory discussion, I will briefly aniculate 
CIJE's view that Vision and Goals, properly understood and used, 
play an indispensible role in the educational process, and that 
the Goals Project is designed to encourage Jewish communities and 
educating institutions to become engaged with issues of vision 
and goals. The remainder of the presentation is intended to do 
three things: a. to explain what CIJE means by vision and goals, 
why it believes it crucial for educating institutions to attend 
to them in a serious way; b) to explain the ways in which the 
Goal Project will attempt to catalyze efforts in this area; and 
c) to map out and explain upcoming activities designed to move 
forward with this project, beginning with the Summer Seminar in 
Israel. 

II. What do we mean by visions and goals, and why are they 
important? 

This discussion will begin by distinguishing between 
substantive educational goals and instrumental goals, and it will 
then focus on substantive goals. I will then note the importance 
of anchoring substantive educational goals in a vision of a 
meaningful Jewish existence. 

The ways in which having such a vision can guide the 
educational process will be stressed ( with emphasis on the 
contribution of vision to a) educational decision-making in the 
areas of goal-setting, curriculum design, personnel training, 
etc.; b) to assessment; and c) to the creation of a motivated and 



motivating social climate). 

I will illustrate the way in which one's vision can guide 
educational decision-making using one or more concrete examples, 
possibly from general education, e.g . "the kitchen" and the 
"kitchen staff" in a traditional school, in Summerhill, and in a 
Dewey School. 

I will contrast what education looks like in a vision-driven 
institution with what it looks like in a typical Jewish 
educational setting (hodge-podge informed by inadequate guiding 
principles like "Keep them interested; keep them coming, keep 
them quiet," or "They should feel at home in a synagogue.," etc. 

I will stress that having a vision and goals in a meaningful 
sense goes well beyond having a mission-statement, and I will 
explain this point by referring to the ways in which 
mission-statements tend to be very vague and/or not widely or 
strongly identified with (or even known) and/or not usea as a 
real guide to practice. 

I will go on to emphasize the difficulty of the enterprise· 
1. the desire to come up with a vision, 2. the process of 
identifying a compelling vision, 3 generating broad-based 
support for the vision, 4 . translating the vision into meaningful 
educational terms (goals and structures), and 5. actual 
implementation under real-world conditions ----all of these, l 
-5, are difficult to accomplish. They take thought, commitment, 
energy and time. Only individuals and institutions that 
recognize the importance of vision to the enterprise will be 
expected to undertake this effort. 

These points will round out the discussion of vision and goals. I 
am aware that I will not yet have distinguished between communal 
and institutional goals (and why we will be focusing on the 
institutional goals in the Goals Project). This could come 
either near the beginning (where I distinguish substantive from 
instrumental goals) or in the discussion of the Goals Project 
itself (which is the next item). 

III. What is the Goals Project? 

A. Against the background of II., I will identify the Goals 
Project as a CUE initiative designed to create a climate in 
Lead Communities (and elsewhere) that encourages and supports 



serious attention to the development and actualization of visions 
and goals. 

B. CLARIFICATIONS The Goals Project is 1) not the Educated 
Jew Project; 2) primarily concerned with visions and goals at 
the level of institutions (and views communities as agencies of 
stimulating appropriate involvement at institutional levels); 3) 
concerned with substantive as distinct from instrumental goals. 

C-E (below) go on toe describe the key elements in the Goals 

Project. 

C. The Goals Project will develop a body of materials that 
can be used to educate relevant individuals and organizations 
concerning the importance of educational visions and goals and 
concerning the ways in which institutions can begin articulating 
a vision and using it to guide educational practice. 

D. The Goals Project will work to educate lay and 
professional leaders at both communal and institutional levels 
concerning the ways in which serious, sustained attention to 
vision and goals can contribute mightily to the practice and 
outcomes of Jewish education. The Goals Project will try to 
encourage them to launch initiatives in this area. 

E. The Goals Project will launch and use its resources to 
support a Coalition of Vision-Driven Institutions. The Coalition 
will be made up of interested institutions that show evidence of 
being committed to becoming vision-driven and who meet other 
standards that are necessary if the effort has a chance of 
succeeding. 

IV. ON THE HORIZON: FIRST STEPS 

A. LIBRARY OF MATERIALS: Efforts to develop a library of 
materials are already beginning. 

B. StJ1.1NfER SEMINAR IN ISRAEL. 

The Summer Seminar is Israel is designed to educate lay and 
professional leaders in Lead Communities and in other interested 
communities concerning the vital importance of vision and goals 
to the development of effective educational institutions. 



Participants will have the opportunity to wrestle with a 
number of powerful but very different visions of a meaningful 
Jewish existence and to examine how a commitment to one of them 
facilitates and guides educational decision-making at a variety 
of levels. 

END OF PART I -- PART II FOLLOWS. 



En~10seo plea~e £1nd my summary on the theory of the 
gudls p,01ecl. The as&1gnment, as I understood 1t was to 
sumrra .. ~~.! uu1 .. >ngo1ng del 1berat1ons on this subJect, 
pa1 t1 1.:: ... la1 ly at tr1e meet1n9 which He held w1th Shn1uel Wygoda 
Just b~t-i~ pd3Zove1 and at tne meeting which we held alone 
Ju ... t. c..fttc.i:: tbt t, ... ,l :uay I I :::aved the large sheets on ,,:h1ch you 
w1-.,tt• s >nc, of the basic points of your conception at that 
1Tll .. tl1,g). Tiu- ,-.Jaci tu be an 1nt.en1.al summary, ~~ritten as if 
ye... ~,l:!.t t. t..:- .be t b~ aud i enc2 . 

As I be;du to unde1lake this assignment , it became clear 
to 111~ tl1~t .,_t1. del tberat1ons had been based on a larger 
tl.ecr, on tl!e dt;•Jeloµment and use of goals in education and 
that the ud~~dted J~w and tho goals pro)act were different, 
th.01..--ih ir,te1re1ated. entry points into the same discuss1on. 
At lh~l p~1ut, 1t ~ccu1rcd Lo me that the summa1y would be 
clea. 1£ 1t began with the larger picture and moved from 
th~:r• lv ~1.e .;pe::.lf1c theory behind t he educated Jew and the 
goal., i: toJect ; 1nclud1ng the understandinq of how these two 
~lOJ..:.·l, d.l lf1te11eldtcd). This would then p1·ov1de the 
ba~1~ f0r Shmuel tu .;unmar1ze his understanding of how this 
wou.d ~lay ttJelf wut 1n lead commun1t10s . 

The challenge of this summary, as I sau it, was to 
cc,mm1t my_1elf le an u1,derstanding of the larger theory and 
the~ to use the terminology of that theory in order to 
accu1dte:y dcs..:r1be lh1cJ proJect::; (! therefore bolded "key 
word,.:," lbruu':Jhout the document). Thc.,ugh I am sure that there 
a1e ~-sL1ng eiernents and awkward formulations (as is my habit 
to ~s~i. e: I found th1c challenge to be very useful. 

F11..,t. ;t h.>?~ed nE:: to beg1n making expl1c1t what has 
be"'n 11 .. pl u.::~t 1n m<1ny of our deliberations. I felt as 1f 
~n1s 1~ ~ mo.~ -ccurate descript1on of the larger conception 
Uni. U1ul ~;r.i • .:h I ;,;r ,te for you 1n my f1rst draft of the 
Jpcin.n~ ~haµtPL [01 the publication. From th1s document, one 
s1,cul.J .t.c1.Vt:' a better understanding of the difference between 
..;u.t L:c.,1.cc.,tior, e,f goals and that Hhich reigns 1n the field. 
Sec,,.,~, as I t'lrote I sensed how the pJeces really do begin to 
fJ.t t .... ~E..the1. F.nall\', 1 found 1t useful 1n clearing the 
path lv.t a d1ucu~s1~n on how to move from theory to practice. 

I l·,u ve g." en tl. 1 s d..:>cument; over to Shmue 1 and he is 
ai~aGt1ng 1t. Though he finds the first part to be somewhat 
unclect.1., ~~c.. dl•' 1n a-=1reer.,t,mt dbout the issues involved 1n 
movir.g frou. i he theory of the goals project to its practice. 
II h<lva Ju~m,x1~ed ~cme ~f these issues on the last page of 
th~ ~u1N-.a:ry). He 1s noH working on the preparation of a 
d~~u, 0nt h~l~t dUn~a11ze~ our del1berat1ons dS they relate to 
the p1ac: 1.1.::al uspec+. of the proJect. 

/ 
/ 



r hope that you find 1t useful 1n 
rrei;.:t1 ... s hllh M~rt. Iu every case, 
f'l Vl(J.e a 1a~.~ .o m,dt.c cn1rect1ons 
~hJc~ .L cu. unde1stan~1nq of what we 
wh.it ~-EG- ~~ lL ~ n~ tadd another tick 
ba1 Jmc.,ter- l • 

preparation for your 
I assume that it will 
and thE':reby fu1lher 
are talking about and 
for the sweat factor 

I s1 .. mi~c, t.:> Gr<'enbe1 g .:.i.bout May 5th { As usual, Br inker is 
udl it- ll..t:r •• ~+ .• ! HC,lhlr&g on M1k~ too). As it. turns out, 
th~t ~ { 1a no ~ood for him. He suggested the Thursday the 
l.tb _,(tu· 4:3:.1 ,r Fr,day th(. 7th any time. After going over 
y0u1 c~le~ciar with Suzzandh, 1t appea1s that Friday at 9:00 
.~ a oood time. I await your approval. By the way, did you 
1-:.r,c. .• that Greenberg's mother d1ed? He told me that they kept 
1t quiel. 

I have enclosed at the end of this transmission a copy 
of ar, .it ·tar,d1r,q though awesome p1ece of evidence for 
SchwaL'3 1nqu1ry 1nto the educational use of the substantive 
st1~clure5 ot various d1sc1pl1nes . As I was reading a book 
by the Italian Jew1;.;;h chemi.st. Prirno Lev1, on his experiences 
1n con~entrat1Jn canp, I not1ced that he was. 1n essence, 
desc1 1,t;11,1:, hoH what he hacl learned from his particular study 
of ch~m1Ltry had helped h!m survive. This was given as an 
exampl of his counterclaim to the theory of Jean Emery, who 
argue..i ir. "The L1m1ts of the Mind 11 that being an intellectual 
put on0 in a disadvantage in the struggle for survival 1n the 
Cuffip~. 

0end warm regards to Felix and Mort. As always, I 



ISSUES FOR PRACTICE 

1. Hm~ aud by whom w111 the goals proJect be explained to the 
nat1 ,nal Cl~E (1nclud1ng the Gamoran team), the local CIJE, 
local lay leaders. local educators? 

.!. Hm: w1ll the ls.y leaders' demand for goals be presented to 
the lay leaders and educators in 1nstitut1ons 1n lead 
comm.1n1t1cs? 

3. How 111!1 educators in 1nst1tut1ons be brought to the 
rec-gn1t101, that they do not have goals? {or 1n cases in 
wh1rh tney do, what will be the response to them?) By what 
authority will they allow outside evaluators to come in and 
check their guals ~ut? Who will do th1s evaluation? 

--1. H,,w .n l.i: t. ,e ti·a1ning institutions be brought to prepare a 
first 1terat10~ of the1r goals statements for lead 
ccm,nur,l t 1es:' ~-ino iii 11 be responsible for this? 

5. H~w will the tra1n1ng 1nstitut1ons be brought to engage 1n 
the ~ong w1nded rrocess of developing their goals? 
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THE THEORY OF THE GOALS PROJECT 
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1. THE GOALS ~ROJECT is based on a_specific und~rstanding of 
the way education can work effectively. According to this 
understanding, education should draw upon profound 
CONCEPTIONS of human and societal excellence deeply embedded 
within a culture . 

. This is not to suggest that these.CONCEPTIONS become the 
subJect matter which should be taught in the classroom. It is 
the understanding which is provided by these conceptions 
which is necessary for educational undertakings. These 
conceptions should provide answers to questions such as "in 
what way do humans learn?"; "what is the nature of the 
understanding which the earning experience aims to 
generate?" and "how will those who have successfully learned 
behave towards others i-n. their society?". These, in turn, 
would become FIRST PRINCIPLES by which educational programs 
could be planneu-, im~lemented and evaluated. 

An analogy from the field of psychoanalysis may be 
useful. A psychoanalyst does not discuss Freud's theory of 
personality in the midst of a sess ion with his patient, but 
he needs to be thoroughly proficient with this theory in 
order to be able to provide therapy. With education, 
however, the scope of this inquiry is very broad. Its 
practice reguires a grasp not only of the student but of 
many other elements sucn as the subject matter, the teacher, 
and the milieu in which learning takes place. 

The process of drawing upon tnese conceptions involves 
thorough and long-winded deliberation and discourse. It 
requires a negotiation between those who have great 
familiarity with and deep understanding of the CONCEPTIONS of 
human and societal excellence and those who are aware of the 
nature and scope of FIRST PRINCIPLES necessary for 
educational practice. Together, they would work towards a 
reformulation of the conceptions in terms which can guide 
educational planning. 

If, for example, a CONCEPTION claims that an excellent 
society is one which allows for a pluralism of viewpoints 
within its definition of unity, an educator may ask "what 
would be the attitudes which this conception would see as 
being necessary for individuals in such a society in order 
for it to function properly? " The question clearly seeks to 
explicate the CONCEPTION from a sympathetic point of view. 
Yet, behind it lay a concern for what is pertinent to 
education. Once the CONCEPTION delineates the necessary 
attitudes - for example, that one must be able to empathize 
with conflicting viewpoints as one considers one's own - the 
educator has a guideline which can help him consider what and 
how to teach. 

I 7 
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What characterizes a FIRST PRINCIPLE for education is 
that it provides knowledge both in terms of desired motifs 
and values and in terms of the desired response from the 
learner. Each of these aspects will be defined on different 
levels. Desired motifs and values may be formulated in terms 
of one's relation to oneself, to others, to society

1 
to God~ 

etc. and desired responses may be formulated in ~erms OT 
cognition, emotion, action, both short and long term~ etc. In 
order to move from a general CONCEPTION to a usab,e set of 
FIRST PRINCIPLES for education, these varying levels have to 
be considered. One way of doing this would be to create a 
grid - a series of desired motifs and values would appear on 
one axis and the various levels of desired learner responses 
would appear on the other. FIRST PRINCIPLES would then be 
delineated at each meeting point between the two grids (see 
example of Melton Faculty Seminar grid - appendix #1). 

Thisl however, would only be the first stage of "drawing 
upon II tne CONCEPTIONS. In order to be able to guide 
practice, FIRST PRINCIPLES need to be "translated" into 
educational GOALS. If, for examplel the FIRST PRINCIPLE is 
that the learner's capacity to empa~hize with conflicting 
viewpoints is necessary for good citizenship in a pluralist 
society1 then the task of educators would then be to 
formula~e this into educational GOALS such as: 

- history will be understood by students in terms of an 
unfolding and open-ended drama~ rather than viewing the past 
with hindsight they wi ,l experience the limited 
foreknowledge of the various protagorists in each situation 
and learn to respect their different responses to similar 
dilemmas; 

- student participation in classroom discussion on current 
events should generate their capacity to defend positions 
with which they do not agree and/or to change positions in 
the middle of a debate. 

These GOALS statements are attemQts to embody FIRST 
PRINCIPLES in a language which is useful in educational 
contexts. One could imagine the development of a grid here as 
well. The first principles would be set up along one axis 
and the various subject matter areas (eg. Bible, Talmudl 
Hebrew language and literature, Jewish history, Jewisn 
thought, etc.) would be set up along the other (for an 
example see appendix #2). From here, one could derive a 
first theoretical picture of an educational strategy or 
approach. 
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However in and of themselves GOALS statements will not 
be sufficient to guide practice. this involves a third stage 
in which educational GOALS would be "translated" into 
specific OBJECTIVES and PROGRAMS. 

The movement from GOALS to specific PROGRAMS and 
OBJECTIVES is complex. On a macrocosmic level it involves 
the development of a larger SYLLABUS which organizes the sum 
total of subject matter to be learned in an educational 
institution in terms of the GOALS to which it has committed 
itself. Once GOALS are formulated and ranked, educators 
would attempt to "translate" them into a program of study 
which specifies which subject matter areas and which topics 
within each subject matter area would be learned by students 
from the time they begin studying until their graduation 
(grade 1, grade 2, etc.; for examples, see appendix #3) . In 
essence, by examining both the development of study within 
each subject matter area and the relative weight and 
interrelation of the various subject matter areas within each 
year, one should be able to see how educators intend to 
achieve their GOALS in practice. 

Keeping with the above examRles of GOALS, one could 
imagine that the history component of the SYLLABUS would be 
broken down along the lines of a series of dilemmas. For the 
period of the Second Temple it could be the dilemma of 
whether or not the Judeans should revolt against the Romans, 
and for the modern period it could the dilemma of whether to 
stay in Eastern Europe or immigrate to America or Israel in 
the period preceeding the second world war. And if the study 
of these dilemmas was apportioned relatively less learning 
time than discussions on current events~ one could learn from 
this that the educational planners tnought that the second 
GOAL was more likely to achieve the FIRST PRINCIPLE than the 
first (i.e. that discussion of current events in which 
students are asked to defend positions with which they do not 
agree will be more effective in developing the capacity to 
empathize with conflicting viewpoints than learning history 
as a responses to a series of dilemas). 

On a microcosmic level, the movement from GOALS to 
PROGRAMS and OBJECTIVES is highly explicit. Here the 
educational planner suggests means of achieving the said 
GOALS in relationship to more specific sub-topics and/or 
texts (not just "the story of Genesis" but the emphases 
within this story and the specific verses which need to be 
studied in order to focus upon them). This would involve a 
complex deliberative process in which considerations 
concerning issues such as the nature of the subject matter, 
the psychology of the student, the professional level of the 

I A 

I 
I :) 
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teacher, and the specific conditions in which the 
experience takes place are taken into account. 

. _Keeping again with the above_examRle of GOALS, one could 
imagine a program for the teaching of Second Temple history 
which would suggest just how the dilemma of whether or not 
the Judeans should revolt against the Romans should be 
Rresented so that the student will come out feeling empathy 
for the various positions. For example, it could provide the 
teacher with: 

a) SRecific OBJECTIVES for teaching texts which represent 
\' each of the positions in a way which wi 11 1 ead to empathy 
, (eg. the student will understand that Josephus' position was 

that the revolution would be useless because he had faith 
\ that the Romans would be more tolerant of the Judeans' 

religious senstivities); 

b) the texts which represent each of the positions in a 
format which is reproduceable for students - and the textbook 
discussions which enable appropriate background understanding 
(eg. War of the Jews, book 5~ chapter 9; Encyclopedia 
Judaica, volume 10, pages 1150-11~5); 

c) a series 
experiences which 
to achieve the 
specific texts 
Josephus); 

of suggested interpretive excercises or 
could be utilized by the teacher in order 
said OBJECTIVES through the study of the 

and/or textbooks (eg. a mock trial of 

d) a series of suggested EVALUATIVE TECHNIQUES by which 
the teacher can determine whether or not the students have 
indeed empathized with each of the positions (eg. assess a 
student's assessment of a non-empathetic position on 
Josephus); 

Altogether, these would represent one attempt to formulate 
goals in terms which are immediately operative in an 
educational setting. 

Optimally, the movement from GOALS to PROGRAMS and 
OBJECTIVES would be summarized in the form of an extended or 
"annotated" SYLLABUS. Each topic and sub-topic would be 
accompanied by a list of specific OBJECTIVES and PROGRAMS. 
(see various examples from the syllabus project in appendix 
#4). An annotated SYLLABUS which covers all the years of 
study would be a basic working document for an educational 
institution 
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A significant investment of energy and resources into 
the TRAINING of educators would be necessary in order to 
implement the plan set out by such a document. Even if we 
assume that educators identify with the deeper CONCEPTION and 
which stands behind this document (this assumption has been 
made all along since the educators will be members of the 
culture from which the original CONCEPTION was chosen; in 
some cases, however there could be a need to ensure 
concensus from the outset), it would be necessary for them to 
have some level of faith 1n and understanding of the FIRST 
PRINCIPLES and GOALS which guide its OBJECTIVES and PROGRAMS 
in order for them to undertake the implementation process. 

It is one thing to be given a PROGRAM on the dilemma of 
whether or not the Judeans snould have rebelled against the 
Romans. It is quite another to be told to implement it in a 
way which arouses empathy for conflicting positions. Even if 
all the OBJECTIVES in the program are designed to facilitate 

~r, the achievement of larger EDUCATIONAL goals, the actual 
moment of teaching will demand more than the obedience of a 
robot. In essence, in order to achieve optimal 
effectiveness, educators would need to be trained to be 
"applicators" rather than simply 11 doers. 11 This would 
mostlikely involve a continuous rather than a 11 one-time 11 form 
of TRAINING. 

Similarly the concern for effectiveness would 
necessitate the involvement of EVALUATION in the 
implementation process from the outset. The role of 
evaluators would be twofold. One the one hand they would 
monitor the implementation process by constantly seeing to it 
that practice aims to carry out the OBJECTIVES and GOALS 
which it is designed to achieve. Is the teacher navigating 
the classroom discussion in a way which leads students to 
empathize with positions with which they do not agree or is 
s/he himself taking sides? 

On the other hand, the evaluators' role is critical even 
when practice is carried out appropriately. They would still 
have to determine whether or not the desired GOALS were being 
achieved through the implementation process. Perhaps the 
teaching of history as alternative responses to dilemmas does 
not enhance the learner's capacity to empathize with 
positions with which he does not agree? In such cases, he may 
discover either that the GOALS demand a different set of 
OBJECTIVES and PROGRAMS (eg. a different version of how to 
teach the dilemma of whether or not to revolt against the 
Romans), or that the GOALS themselves are unfeasible or 
misconceived (eg. one cannot rid oneself of hindsight in the 
study of history, therefore it is impossible to empathize 
with those who chose to stay in Europe before the holocaust). 
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In order to undertake this kind of EVALUATION, however, 
the evaluators must be aware of the FIRST PRINCIPLES from 
which the goals have been translated. If GOALS can be deemed 
to be unfeasible they must be able to determine if the 
problem lay on the level of translating the FIRST PRINCIPLES 
into GOALS (teaching history through dilemmas does not lead 
to the development of empathy for positions with which one 
does not agree), or whether it lay in the FIRST PRINCIPLES 
themselves (it is not appropriate to expect that one can 
empathize with a position with which one does not agree). In 
either of theses cases, there would be a need to try to make 
the whole process more efficient by reformulation of the 
original CONCEPTION and/or FIRST PRINCIPLE and then 
"retranslation" of these to the level of OBJECTIVES and 
PROGRAMS. 

It is precisely this kind of EVALUATION which can 
provide educators with an opportunity to be accountable for 
practice, to determine whether or not they are being 
effective, whether or not they are choosing the appropriate 
means for their aims. Yet this kind of evaluation is 
contingent upon the clear formulation of the GOALS of 
education (i.e. they reflect FIRST PRINCIPLES derived from 
CONCEPTIONS of human and societal excellence embedded within 
a culture), and upon a systematic attempt to carry them out 
(i.e. goals are translated into appropr i ate OBJECTIVES and 
PROGRAMS). 

2) The Mandel Institute has launched a proj ect dedicated to 
the development ofJewish educational systems on the basis of 
the above definition of education. This Qroject will be 
available as a resource for THE GOALS PROJECT . 

Initial research undertaken by the Mandel Institute 
revealed a lack of development in the area of GOALS for 
Jewish education. Despite the fact that Jewish religion and 
culture is flourishing with CONCEPTIONS of human and societal 
excellence, few real attempts have been made to "translate" 
these to FIRST PRICIPLES and GOALS for Jewish education. 

Hence over the last two years, the project has involved 
a deliberation among scholars and educators in an attemgt to 
develop three alternative approaches to the GOALS of Jewish 
education. These are based on three Jewish CONCEPTIONS of 
human and societal excellence: an orthodox CONCEPTION~ 
presented by Professor Isadore Twersky a classica, 
conservative CONCEPTION presented by Professor Moshe 
Greenberg, and a Zionist-secularist CONCEPTION, presented by 
Professor Menachem Brinker. 
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These scholars were asked to answer the question, "what 
would be the values, attitudes, knowledge and other 
attri butes which you would see as characterizing a graduate 
of a successful Jewish education based on your CONCEPTION?" 
In short, describe your version of "the educated Jew" (this 
became the name of the project) . Through deliberation with 
educators, an attempt ~s made to arrive at a set of 
educat ional FIRST PRINCIPLES for each presentation. Having 
done this, educators then attempted to translate each of 
these sets of FIRST PRINCIPLES into statements of GOALS for 
Jewish education. 

One of the outcomes of this undertaking will be a 
publication (forthcoming in the next few months). In 
addition to t~e three statements on 'the educated Jew" and 
their "translation" into statements of GOALS for Jewish 
education, the RUblication will include a chapter which 
discusses the definition of education described above and the 
rationale which lays behind its claim to greater 
effectiveness . As well it will include a series of related 
discussions dealing wi{h "minimal goals for al l systems of 
Jewish education" (generated by a paper deliver ed by 
Professor Michael Rosenak) and "the debate on the educated 
person over the last three decades and its imRlications for 
the discussion on the educated Jew" (by Professor Israel 
Scheffler, based on his research at the Harvard University 
Philosophy of Education Research Center). Finally 1 the 
publication will include a bibliography of writings 
suggesting FIRST PRINCIP LES or GOALS for Jewish education. 

Another outcome of this undertaking will be that it will 
provide an opportunity to learn about how others could go 
about developing GOALS for Jewish education. To be sure, the 
three statements of GOALS for Jewish education which were 
developed in this project will be the basis for experiments 
in implementation . However, since the project is dedicated to 
developing the knowledge and the conditions which will enable 
systems of Jewish education all over the world to develop 
their own GOALS , energy has been invested in order to 
formulate a general statement on methods and procedures 
involved in the development of GOALS for education. 

3) THE GOALS PROJECT is an attempt to apply the definition of 
education described above (point #1) to the field of Jewish 
education, specifically in lead communities in North America. 

In most Jewish educational insitutions in these 
communities practice is not based on an systemat ic attempt 
to implement clearly formulated GOALS . The Mandel Institute's 
exper ience with a project for the deve l opment of a SYLLABUS 
for systems of Jewish education has revealed that most 
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Jewish schools do even not have comprehensive SYLLABI which 
guides their work, annotated or otherwise. Practice is 
aetermined either by the talents of individual teachers 
{whose training - if they have had any - is unrelated to the 
implement ation of the PROGRAMS which they teach) or by the 
availablity of textbooks and other educational tools 
(irrespective of those who use them). 

Ideally, lead communities would be defined as places in 
which all Jewish educational institutions were involved in 
the thorough development and systematic implementation of 
their GOALS . At the same time excitement over having been 
chosen as lead communities has led to a growing expectation 
for immediate action leading to more effective Jewish 
education. Lay leaders who nave hitherto been wary of 
entering into the domain of Jewish education - precisely 
because of this unsystematic mode of operation - are now 
playing a central role in the lead communities project. 
Hence, a primary concern of theirs is for a minimal level of 
accountability on the part of the practitioners of Jewish 
education in the communities. As they see it educational 
institutions in lead communities must be immediately defined 
by a mode of operation which involves basic planning 
implementation and evaluation - i.e. they must work with 
GOALS . 

This demand for immediate work with GOALS presents a 
problem for those who would see effectiveness as an outcome 
of the form of education described above . In essence, it is 
asking educators to work with GOALS and OBJECTIVES which, 
though they may be operative, are not based on long-winded 
deliberative processes (moving from CONC EPTIONS of human and 
societal excellence to FIRST PRINCIPLES for education and 
from these to GOALS) which lend such work the promise of 
effectiveness. 

Problematic as this may be in terms of the total picture 
presented above, the expectation he re is so great that it 
would be almost impossible to circumvent this demand on the 
part of lay leaders without losing their support and 
enthusiasm. It would also be dangerous to ask them to delay 
immediate action in favour of a drawn out philosophical 
process . 

As a result, THE GOALS PROJECT would have to be 
implemented on a number of levels at the same time . The first 
level is related to the lay leaders' demand for immediate 
action in the development of a mode of education based on 
GOALS . The aim here would be to bring practitioners to the 
point at which they become in search of the GOALS for their 
institutions. 
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In many cases, practitioners will claim that their 
institutional mission or vision statements are statements of 
their GOALS. Keeping with the definition of GOALS given 
above, this would not be sufficient. What would have to be 
conveyed is that: 

- GOALS must be formulated in terms which guide everyday 
practice (eg. in terms of the aims of teaching a specific 
subject matter area); 

- GOALS must be broken down into a plan of action (eg. a 
SYLLABUS); 

GOALS must be translated into specific OBJECTIVES and 
PROGRAMS for each activity which is implemented in the 
institution; 

practice must be evaluated in light of the institutions 
GOALS. 

,:;~~ It is forseen that in most cases educational 
V' institutions in lead communities will realize that they do 

not have a clear sense of their goals and that, since the 
majority of them are denominational, they would turn to their 
central offices for guidance. The national CIJE has forwarned 
the training institutions of the various denominations of 
this probable development. In order to facilitate an 
effective consultation between these central agencies and 
their local affiliates in lead corrmunities, it would be 
suggested that they make an effort to summarize the GOALS 
which they have seen as appropriate for their constituencies. 

This would most probably involve the extraction of GOALS 
statements which can be found in some of these agencies' 
published curricula. There could also be a need for some 
reformulation and ranking of these GOALS (and perhaps the 
development of new GOALS in specific areas). It would also be 
reasonable to assume that in order to act upon these GOALS~ 
local institutions in lead communities will be in need OT 
appropriate in-service TRAINING seminars and corresponding d 
OBJECTIVES and PROGRAMS from the denominational training 
institutions. 

The involvement of the national agencies would not 
reduce the need for a great investment of energy and 
resources on the local level in order to meet the lay 
leaders' demand for work based on GOALS. The development of 
SYLLABI, for example, would have to take into account local 
conditions, personnel, etc. It would be necessary for the 
CIJE, both national and local} to create the conditions which 
will make this work possible leg. create special forums for 
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local educators to invest extra-time in planning, training, 
etc:; bring in outsid~ consult~nts, syllabus experts

1 
ana 

trainers in appropriate subJect matter areas etc.J. In 
addition, by arranging local community-wide conferences for 
educators who are dealing with similar issues in GOALS 
development 1 the CIJE would be enabling them to learn from 
each others experiences (this is another example of how 
community-wide processes can create a greater input into 
Jewish education; also, the Mandel Institute's research on 
common minimal GOALS for Jewish education could be useful at 
such a conference). Similarly it would be necessary for the 
CIJE's monitoring1 evaluation & feedback team to consider its 
role in facilita~ing the EVALUATION of practice in the local 
educational institutions in terms of their GOALS. 

A second level of THE GOALS PROJECT would be undertaken 
while this first level would be implemented. This level is 
related to the concern for the development of GOALS on the 
basis of thorough and long-winded deliberation (moving from 
CONCEPTIONS of human and societal excellence to FIRST 
PRINCIPLES and GOALS for education). It is on this level 
that the Mandel Institute's project on ''the educated Jew" 
would be available as a resource. 

The bulk of the effort on this level would be with the 
central agencies of the denominations (this does not exclude 
efforts to work with the Jewish Community Center Association 
or directly with non;affiliated and/or community institutions 
in lead communities). As they would be working to provide 
GOALS to their constituents in lead communitiesj the 
denominations would also be encouraged by the CI E to 
undertake more thorough efforts at developing their GOALS for 
Jewish education. This effort cou l d be enhanced by intensive 
seminars on any or all of the three statements of GOALS for 
Jewish education developed at the Mandel Institute and/or by 
consultation with the Institute's staff on appropriate 
methods and procedures for developing their own statements of 
GOALS. 

In the final analysis the aim of THE GOALS PROJECT 
would be for this second ievel to have a bearing on the work 
of the local constituents of the denominations in lead 
communities. Having set up a primary infrastructure for 
working with GOALS educational institutions in lead 
communities would eventually be ready for and capable of 
considering work with the more thoroughly and deeply 
formulated statements of GOALS derived from the work of the 
denominations on the second level. 

Minimally this would raise the level of discourse among 
educators, as they work with their own GOALS. Maximally, it 
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would provide the basis for healthy competition among 
effective and dynamic systems of Jewish education in lead 
communities. 
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Dear Seymour: 
1) Enclosed please find a timeline for the goals project 
(apP.ended to it is the summary of our deliberations on the 
project1 which we discussed at our last meeting). This will 
be the rocus of our meeting (SF, SW, DM) on Sunday morning. 
The related issues whicn we would like to discuss with you 
are: 
a) division of responsibilities (who is responsible for the 
project on the whole, for the seminars, for communication 
with the denominations, for background research, for 
logistics, etc.) 
b) Danny Pekarsky: the earliest he could come is in the 
second week in January, which over1aps with Twersky's visit; 
should we consider conference calls, bitnet communication, 
etc. as an alternative? 
c) possible dates and location of seminar: you suggested 
that we try to arrange this for the time you will oe in 
America in February; should we push for Harvard?) 
d) set time to develop program in more detail 

2) I think that we need to respond to Twersky 1 s fax 
(enclosed as well) pretty soon: 
a) regarding his comments on appearing at the school: mY. 
suggestion 1s that we bring Twersky to the Fellows instead of 
the school; another possibility would be to include more 
Israelis in the educators group. 
b) regarding logistics: we need about ten minutes with 
Suzanna to work out the details, scheduling issues, etc. 

3) we are meeting on Wednesday with the editor Deborah Reich 
at 12:30 (AH participating as well) and with Greenberg at 
3:00 (at his place or at ours?). In between, we will have a 
chance to prepare strategy for Mike Rosenak 1 s paper. You will 
get a ~acket on Tuesday with the background documents. I 
would like to add to the agenda for our discussion: 
- set time for regular meeting (we particularly need time to 

plan course for School/Fellows, etc.) 
activities related to the educated Jew project for the 
board meeting 

- report on my meeting with Meir Shalev 
- response to your comments on the social commonplace 

Shabbat Shalom • 

D~ 
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GOALS PROJECT TIMELINE 
STAGE ONE 

IMMEDIATE: 
1. ARRANGE FOR DANNY PEKARSKY TRIP TO ISRAEL 
2. ANNOUNCE SEMINAR TO HIRT~ DAVIOSONJHOLTZ6ABRAMSONA LEE 
3. CONSULT WITH HIRT~ DAVIO~ON/HOLTZ/ABRAMS Ni LEE BOUT 

OATES PLACE AND rARTICIPANTS IN FIRST SEM NAR 
4. SECURE PARTICIPATION OF ALL PARTICIPANTS IN SEMINAR 

INCLUDING GUEST LECTURERS 
5. MAKE LOGISTICAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR SEMINAR 
6. CONSIDER POSSIBLE PILOT ACTIVITIES FOR LEAD COMMUNITIES 

DECEMBER: 
7. CONSULT WITH DANNY PEKARSKY ON THE GOALS PROJECT 
8. DEVELOP PROGRAM FOR SEMINAR (see background document) 
9. SEND BACKGROUND MATERIALS TO SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS 
10. ARRANGE FOR PILOT ACTIVITIES FOR LEAD COMMUNITIES 
JANUARY: 
11. PREPARE Ml STAFF FOR SEMINAR PARTICIPATION 

(includes research on various curricular goals 
produced b~ the denominations) 

12. PREPARE CIJE STAFF FOR SEMINAR PARTICIPATION 
13. PREPARE GUEST LECTURERS FOR PARTICIPATION 
14. PREPARE FOR PILOT ACTIVITIES FOR LEAD COMMUNITIES 
FEBRUARY: 
14."CAMPER SYSTEM" MEETINGS IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO SEMINAR 
15. CHECK CONFERENCE ROOM6 TAPING FACILITIES, FOOD, ETC . 
16. LAST PREPARATIONS BEF RE SEMINAR 
17. IMPLEMENT SEMINAR 
18. Ml STAFF MEETING IN ORDER TO EVALUATE SEMINAR 
19. CIJE STAFF MEETING IN ORDER TO EVALUATE SEMINAR 
20. ~CAMPER SYSTEM" MEETINGS AFTER SEMINAR 
MARCH - JUNE 
21. ONGOING MONITORING OF GOALS ASSIGNMENT 
22 . PLANNING OF ISRAEL SEMINAR 
23. IMPLEMENTATION OF PILOT ACTIVITIES FOR LEAD COMMUNITIES 
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A PRELTMTNARY PLAN FOR THE TNITTATION OF THE GOALS PROJECT 

The following is a summary of a deliberation between Shmuel Wygoda and Daniel Marom 
on the question of how to initiate the goals project: 

A) general ns.rnmptinns: 

l. The aim of this project is to develop an environment which will generate efforts at 
Jewish education which is focused on goals. The promise of such efforts is that they 
facilitate effective education. The problem is that they demand extensive and continuous 
investment of resources, time and energy. Consequently, the challenge of this project is to 
help create the conditions for the development of Jewish education based on goals, while 
at the same time refraining from raising expectations for quick results. 

2. The setting for this project is the CIJE's lead communities. This is because there is an 
expectation on the part of lay leaders that institutions of Jewish education in these 
communities will be more effective. According to their understanding, effectiveness 
requires the capacity to be held accountable for one's goals, Consequently, there is a 
demand, on the part of these lay leaders, that the institutions of Jewish education in lead 
communities be able to present their goals and demonstrate if and how they are working 
towards their attainment. 

3, We do not know how mnny of the educntiomd institutions in lead communities will be 
capable of responding to this demand. From initial reports on the part of field researchers, 
meetings with various edltcators and lay leaders, as well as from a general sense about the 
state-of-the-art in Jewish education in North America, it appears safe to assume that the 
majority will need to undertake development in this area. This is quite obviously a very 
sensitive and explosive issue. No real effort has been made by the CUE in launching the 
goals project until an appropriate plan of action has been developed. 

4. Since the majority of the educational institutions are affiliated with the training 
institutions of the Orthodox, Conservative and Reform denominations and the Jewish 
Community Center Association, we assume that they will want to undertake development 
in the area of goals with the help of these central agencies. Even if this assumption is 
mistaken, it must be- taken into consideration that these central agencies are the only 
educational bodies which will have the infrastructure and capacity to provide assistance to 
institutions of Jewish education in lead communities (or others) - whether it be in 
formulating goals, in providing in-service training and programs for their attainment, or in 
suggesting evaluation tests in order to determine whether or not these desired outcomes 
are indeed being achieved. 

5. The training institutions have been given three year grants by the Mandel Associated 
Foundations in order to enhance their training capacity. Over the last two years, this has 
not included a major effort at the development of an appropriRte response to the forseen 
demand by institutions of Jewish education in leRd communities for assistance with goals. 



On the other hand, the CIJE has related this forseen demand to each of the training 
institutions (individually and as a group) and has urged them to be prepared for its arrival. 
Furthermore, each of the training institutions has done some prior work in formulating 
goals for curricula which they have published for their constituents. 

6. The Mandel Institute has undertaken research and development in the area of the goals 
of Jewish education. particularly in the context of its ''Educated Jew" project. This project 
focuses on the development and formulation of goals on the basis of philosophical 
approaches to Jewish education. Besides the Institute's staff, a group of scholars and 
educators have been dealing with these issues in the context of this project for over two 
years. The project and those who worked on it may be a resource for the training 
institutions as they reconsider their goals. 

7. In addition to its regular staff, the CJJE has recruited Professor Danny Pekarsky in 
order to work on the goals project. Also, the CIJE's monitoring, evaluation & feedback 
team, headed by Professor Adam Gamoran, will have a role in overseeing the 
implementation of this project. 

h) aspects and issues in tlte development of tt 11lrt11 for the initiation of t!te goals 
proiect: 

1. It would be impractical to begin discussing the go'als project with educational 
institutions in lead communit ies before a reasonable i;mount of work had been done in 
preparing the training institutions to play their role. The danger here is of raising lay 
leader expectations too high too fast or of introducing too early the issues raised by the 
demand for goals among the institutions of Jewish education in lead communities. The first 
effort should be with the training institutions. 

2. Though the training institutions have acknowledged their readiness to play a role in 
- . the goals project in lead communities, w_e do not know the extent to which they 

understand the nature and scope of this assignment. Since, in some cases, the training 
institutions have goals statements in their published curricula, they may think that it will be 
sufficient to simply "cut and paste'' these statements into one single document. This may 
be a useful starting point for the goals project, especially since it would be_ a positive step 
forward. 

The question which we asked ourselves, however, was whether or not it would be 
important for the training institutions to consider, before or as they formulate this "cut and 
paste" document, some of the issues related to the use of such a document in lead 
communities: how would they explain and justify the goals statements to people working 
in educational institutions in lead communities? how would they respond if asked to 
provide programs, materials, and training appropriate for the implementation of these 
goals? how would they assist in evaluating the extent to which the said goals had indeed 
been achieved (so that schools can be accountable by lead community lay leaders)? 



To be sure, these questions could be raised in response to the training institutions' "cut 
and paste" documents in the context of a seminar or consultation. However, we do not 
know whether this would ultimately be the longer of two routes. The fact that the training 
instirutions had already p,ut their goals down on paper could lead them to resist entering 
into a discussion on the use of their ''cut and paste" documents or to avoid reformulating 
the gonls in these documents in light of such a discussion. In essence, having gone one 
step forward, we may have taken ourselves two steps backward. 

The alternative would be to dedicate a first seminar exclusively to the clarification of 
the goals project assignment. This seminar would introduce aspects and issues relating to 
the question of how a central agency can: 

a) formultite usable goals for educntionnl i11stit11tio11s • i.e. coin their goals in a way 
which enables an educational institution to develop a coherent progam of study (eg. 
syllabus), can be understood and acted upon by practitioners, and facilitate accountability 
by providing testable markers for attainment; this presentation could be made by Professor 
Fox. 

h) work with local constituents in sclting up a mechanism for rite implementation of 
suggestc<l goals - i.e. send representatives who can help local schools study and develop 
concensus around suggested goals, reorganize their programs so as to accomodate 
working with (new) goals. train local staff in education~! institutions to implement 
programs dedicated to the attainment of the suggested goals, provide tests which help 
determine the degree to which goals are being attained, set up ongoing relationship so as 
to continue working together in the local pursuit of centrally formulated goals; this 
presentation could be made by a central figure in American education such as Marshall 
Smith (whose article on systemic school reform deals precisely with these issues) and/or a 
representative of Ted Sizer's coalition of essential schools (which has much experience in 
working with schools all over the U.S. in reorganizing their programs around 9 specific 
goals). 

Following this presentation, it would be possible to open the discussion between the 
seminar participants, CIJE staff (including Danny Pekarsky and Adam Gamoran), 
members of the Mandel Institute staff (including perhaps selected participants in the 
educated Jew project, eg. Beverley Gribetz), as to its implications for the role of the 
training institutions in the goals project. The purpose of this discussion would be to 
develop a clear mandate for a first iteration of goals formulated by the training institutions 
to be discllssed at a second seminar a few months later. 

The second seminar would be broken into three parts. In the first part, the training 
institutions would be called upon to present and discuss their goals documents (the 
assumption here is that the preparation seminar and the "camper system'' suggested in the 
next point would help generate better documents than the "cut and paste" ones). This 
would be so that each of the training institutions could learn from each others experience 
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MONITORING, EVALUATION, AND FEEDBACK IN LEAD 
COMMUNITIES: A THREE-YEAR OUTI.,INE 

Adam Gamoran 

University of Wisconsin, Madison 

In late 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America issued A Time to Act, a 
report calling for radical improvement in all aspects of Jewish education. At the center of the 
report's strategic plan was the establishment of "lead communities," demonstration sites that 
would show North American Jews what was possible: 

Three to five model communities will be established to demonstrate what can 
happen when there is an infusion of outstanding personnel into the educational 
system, when the importance of Jewish education is recognized by the commu
nity and its leadership, and when the necessary funds are secured to meet 
additional costs (p. 67). 

One year later the successor to the Commission, the Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education 
(CUE), is mobilizing to establish lead communities and to carry out the strategic plan. 

How will we know whether the lead communities have succeeded in creating better structures 
and processes for Jewish education? On what basis will the CIJE encourage other cities to 
emulate the programs developed in lead communities? Like any innovation, the lead com
munities project requires a monitoring, evaluation, and feedback component to document its 
efforts and gauge its success. 

This proposal describes a plan for monitoring, evaluation, and feedback in lead communities. 
It emphasizes two aspects of educational change in lead communities: 

(1) What is the process of change in lead communities? This question calls for field research 
in the lead communities. It requires a combination of qualitative and quantitative data, and 
offers formative as well as summative evaluation - that is, feedback as well as monitoring for 
the lead communities. 

(2) What are the outcomes of change in lead communities? Does the project emphasize 
increased participation? Should we expect a rise in general Jewish literacy? Such questions 
are especially challenging because the specific outcomes have yet to be defined. By asking 
about goals in lead communities, the evaluation project will stimulate participants to think 
about their own visions and establish a standard by which changes can be measured in later 
years. 



Field Research in Lead Communities 

Studying the process of change in lead communities should be a major component of the CUE 
strategy. Documenting the process is especially important because the effects of innovation 
may not be manifested for several years. For example, suppose Community X manages to 
quadruple its number of full-time, professionally-trained Jewish educators. How long will it 
take for this change to affect cognitive and affective outcomes for students? Since the results 
cannot be detected immediately, it is important to obtain a qualitative sense of the extent to 
which the professional educators are being used effectively. Studying the process is also 
important in the case of unsuccessful innovation. 

Suppose despite the best-laid plans, Community X is unable to increase its professional 
teaching force. Learning from this experience would require knowledge of the points at which 
the innovation broke down. 

Field researchers. A team of three full-time field researchers would be hired to carry out the 
field research in three lead communities. During the first year, the field researchers will be 
principally concerned with three questions: 

(a) What are the visions for change in Jewish education held by members of the communities? 
How do the visions vary across different individuals or segments of the community? How 
vague or specific are these visions? To what extent do these visions crystallize during the 
planning year (1992-1993)? 

(b) What is the extent of community mobilizacion for Jewish education? Who is involved, and 
who is not? How broad is the coalition supporting the CIJE's efforts? How deep is 
participation within the various agencies? For example, beyond a small core of leaders, is 
there grass-roots involvement in the community? To what extent is the community mobi
lized financially as well as in human resources? 

(c) What is the nature of the professional life of educacors in this community? Under what 
conditions do teachers and principals work? For example, what are their salaries, and their 
degree of satisfaction with salaries? Are school faculties cohesive, or fragmented? Do 
principals have offices? What are the physical conditions of classrooms? Is there adminis
trative support for innovation among teachers? 

The first question is essential for establishing that specific goals exist for improving Jewish 
education, and for uncovering what these goals are. The second and third questions concern 
the "enabling options" described in A Time to Act, the areas of improvement which are 
essential to the success of lead communities: mobilizing community support, and building a 
profession of Jewish education. 

Field researchers will address these questions in the following way: 

1. Supplement community self-studies with additional quantitative data, as determined follow
ing a review of the self-studies in all of the lead communities. For example, what are the 
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educational backgrounds of Jewish teachers? How much turnover exists among educators in 
the community? 

2. Use these data, along with interviews and observations in the field, to gain an understanding 
of the state of Jewish education in the community at the outset of the lead community process. 

3. Attend meetings and interview participants in order to monitor the progress of efforts to 
improve the educational delivery system, broadly conceived. 

4. Report on a regular basis to provide feedback for participants in the lead communities. 

5. Write periodic reports describing and interpreting the process and products of change to 
date. An important contribution of the report would be to discuss the operative goals of 
programs in the lead community. The report would also assess progress toward the Commis
sion's goals, and would speak frankly about barriers to implementing the plans of the local 
commission. In this way, the report would serve as formative evaluation for the community 
and the CUE. 

6. Replicate the initial data collection a year later, anc continue monitoring progress toward 
the commission plan. 

7. Issue a report which would describe educational cha,1ges that occurred during the first two 
years, and present an assessment of the extent to which goals are being addressed. The report 
would include the following: 

(a) Description of the goals that have been decided upon 

(b) Monitor initial steps taken toward reaching these goals. 

(c) Qualitative assessment of program implementation. 

(d) Tabulation of changes in rates of participation in Jewish education, which may be 
associated with new programs. 

It may be possible to compare changes in rates of participation to changes that do or do not 
occur in other North American Jewish communities. For example, suppose the lead communi
ties show increases in rates of supplementary school attendance after Bar Mitzvah. Did these 
rates change in other communities during the same period? If not, one may have greater 
confidence in the impact of the efforts of the lead communities. (Even so, it is important to 
remember that the impact of the programs in lead communities cannot be disentangled from 
the overall impact of lead communities by this method. Thus, we must be cautious in our 
generalizations about the effects of the programs.) 

The reports would serve as both formative and summative evaluation for the local commis
sions and the CIJE. In other words, they would not only encourage improvement in ongoing 
programs, but would also inform decisions about whether programs should be maintained or 
discontinued. 
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Director of moniroring, evaluation, and feedback. The field researchers would be guided by a 
director of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback. The director would be responsible for 
providing leadership, establishing an overall vision for the project. Further responsibilities 
would include making final decisions in the selection of field researchers; participating in the 
training of field researchers and in the development of a detailed monitoring and feedback 
system; overseeing· the formal and in formal reports from field researchers; and guiding plans 
for administration of surveys and tests in the lead communities. 

Collection of achievement and attitudinal data. Although specific goals for education in lead 
communities will now be developed, it is essential to make the best possible effort to collect 
rudimentary quantitative data to use as a baseline upon which to build. As an example, we 
might administer a Hebrew test to seventh graders in all educational institutions in the 
community. Seventh grade would be chosen because it is the grade that probably captures the 
widest participation of students who study Hebrew. The test would need to be highly inclusive, 
covering, for example, biblical, prayerbook, and conversational Hebrew. It may not be 
restricted to multiple- choice answers, in order to allow respondents to demonstrate capacity 
to use Hebrew as a language. The test would be accompanied bya limited surveyquestionnaire 
of perhaps twelve items, which would gauge students' attitudes and participation levels. This 
data collection effort would be led by a survey researcher, with assistance from the field 
researchers, from community members who would be '1ired to help administer the survey, and 
from specialists who would score the tests. 



Mr. David Hirschhorn 
The Blaustein Bldg. 
P.O.B. 238 
Baltimore, MD 21203 
U.S.A. 

Dear David, 

July 1, 1993 

It has been both a pleasure and a challenge to work with you on 
redesigning the monitoring, evaluation and feedback project of 
the CIJE. The redesigning and revision of this project was 
undertaken in a series of intensive meetings, held both in the 
United States and Israel -- with the participation of Profs. Adam 
Gamoran and Ellen Goldring. I am enclosing a revised version of 
the original proposal for this project. However, this letter has 
as its purpose an elaboration on a key element in the entire 
proposal -- and that is the importance of deciding upon goals for 
the lead communities. 

Because evaluation cannot be undertaken without a description of 
the outcomes hoped for, it is understood that the CIJE staff will 
guide the local commissions in the lead communities, as well as 
the staff, of these commissions in the process of deciding upon 
those goals that the evaluation will be based upon. These goals 
will be in the cognitive, emotional and behavioral domains. That 
is -- they will measure the knowledge, the attitudes, commitments 
and behaviors that will characterize a successful educational 
undertaking. Goals will be established for the enabling options 
(personnel and community development) and for the programmatic 
options (supplementary schools, day schools, community centers, 
etc.) . 

The CIJE has successfully recruited the national denominations to 
join with the lead communities in developing these goals. Each of 
the denominations have over the years developed goals for 
curricula and for programs. Together with the local CIJE staff, 
the local institutions (schools, community centers) will decide 
on the specific goals that they expect to be evaluated upon . In 
addition, the resources of institutions of higher Jewish learning 
throughout the world that have been dealing with the issue of 
goals will be offered to the local communities to help them in 
this endeavor. 

The CIJE will also encourage and help the local lead communities 
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FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

To: Mr David Hirschhorn 

From: Seymour Fox 
Date: 19/5/93 

Fax Number : 410-659-0552 
-----------------------============================== 
Dear David, 

I hope that you are feeling well and look forward to a 
phone conversation based on this letter to you . 

I understand that there are two issues that you would 
like clarified related to your foundation's support of 
the Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback project: 

1. your belief - which is shared by Mort Mandel and 
others - that the local community should be 
responsible for the salaries of the local researchers. 
We have taken several steps in this direction and 
though this is not feasible for this year, we intend 
to work with the local communities and hope that they 
will understand that they must assume responsibility 
for this as soon as possible . 

2. The issue of the goals of Jewish education and 
their relationship to this project. 

a. You are absolutely correct that it will be 
impossible to evaluate progress or impact of the Lead 
Communities project without an articulation of goals. 

b. We have begun to work with the local communities to 
prepare them to undertake this assignment . 

c . By and large they are not prepared to undertake 

this assignment . i\ \() ~\J <~t\ '<OZ YtN-~~ ~ t 4-~ 
Jd. We are therefore negotiating with the 

~4denominations -- reform, conservative and orthodox, 
1/ ,.. and asking them to undertake this assignment in 

collaboration with the CIJE and the local educational 

. .: :. : : ; .. 



institutions (schools) in the Lead Communities. 

e. The denominations have over the years articulated 
goals in their curricula, and in additional 
theoretical papers about Jewish education. However, 
schools have by and large not felt that they had to 
see these goals as criteria for their success. Th;at 
is they did not develop tools or methods to check 
whether they were indeed proceeding towards these 
goals . We now will help the schools as they work 
with the denominations to decide which of the goals 
they believe in, they are prepared to be held 

~ accountable for. For these goals the evaluation team, 
~~led by Prof.Gamoran, will develop the necessary 

\-
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evaluation tools. These will not only include the 
~ more obvious quantitative issues such as number of 
~ participants who continue studying after Bar/Bat-,,r~ itvah, but the attitudes, behaviors and commitments)-'~ 
, ~~ xpected of the students . 
L ·~ is is not an easy undertaking but a pioneering one. 

~ We are also turning to the JCCA with the hope that 
they will be willing to undertake the same assignment 
for the Community Centers in the Lead Communities. 

g. To enrich the deliberation on goals, the Mandel 
Institute will be sharing with the denominations and 
the Lead Communities its project (which I discussed 
with you) on alternative conceptions of the Educated 

-;::: )ef (J- lVL \ -Jew. 

At the seminar with the Lead Communities un Cleveland 
on may 10, 11 and 12, the issue of evaluation, and 
particularly the role of goals in the evaluation 
process was the centerpiece. We are continuing the 
conversation with each community, and I personally 
will be in Milwaukee, this Friday -- May 21, to pursue J l 
this topic with them . 

I look forward to discussing these matters with you in 
the next few days. 

With Best Regards to Barbara, 

Sincerely, 



A~a~ Ga~oran (fax: 600 265-2140) 

To: Seymour, Annette, and Ellen 
From: Adam 

Thu r Aug 19 93 

The followin,;, memo is a rev~-ed version of Ellen'z and my memo of 
July 15. It elaborate-$ on monitorin·:1 vJ.Zionz by drawin9 on 
earlier MEF documen-cs az well a:., Seymour'z letterz. It alzo 
expand:., on the monitorin9 of mobilization by offerin9 example:., of 
key iszue-..:;. Finally, az per in::.tructionz, I cut out almozt all 
of the material about the Shohamy pro)ect, ::.ayin,;, only that we 
intend to explore poezibili tieS for meazurin,;, co-3ni ti ve OLttcomc::-$, 
and we are focuzin•:J firzt on Hebrew lan•3ua·3e learn.1n9. I SLl':f9€:'$t 
that •.Je 9ive this to David Hir=hhorn, alon9 w.ith the report to 
the Board on pro-:1re:sz durin•;i 1~2-93. 

I will brin•3 a formatted version to Baltimore. If you want me to 
make ,:han9e,;: before then, please ,:all me no later than 11am on 
Sunday mornin9, All-;J. 22.. I will ah.-.o brin,3 my laptop, = we can 
make chan•;1e,,: in Baltimore and, if you ,;an 9et me to a printer, we 
,;an reprint it there. 

I'm fa:v:in9 one copy of thi=., to Seymour and two ,;opie=., to Annette. 
Annette, would you kindly •3ive one ,;opy to Ellc::n, Thank:;: very 
mu,;h.. 
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Adam ~amoran (fax: &08 2&5-2140) Thur Aug 19 93 23:ss 

To: Seymour Fox and Annette Hcx:h:::tein 

From: Adam Gamoran and Ellen Goldrin•:1 

Re: Monitori119, EvaluatJ.on, and Feedback Plan:;:. 

Date: July 25, 1~3 

Thi::: memo dexribe::: our plan::: for Mon1torin9, Evaluation and 
Feedback of Lead Communities for the next year, September l~JAu9L1:::t, 1~4. 

Our propo:.--.al i::: divided into three area::: of work: 11 On·:1oin9 
continuation of monitorin9 and feedback, 21 Conductin•:1 the 
community :::elf-study, and 31 Preparin•:J for a::::;:.e"'...:::ment of 
co-:1nit1ve outcome:.--.. 

lJ ONGOING MONITORING AND FEEDBACK 

In the fall, we will pre:::ent to the lead communitie5 and CIJE a 
year one, cumulative report about mobilizat1on and vi:;:.1011:;:.. Thl.5 
w1ll follow our cumula-cive repor-c::: about -che profe:;:.:::ional 1J.ve5 
of educator:::. Next year we wtll continue to monitor the three 
area$ that are central to the MEF plan and the LC effort: 
v1:::1on:::, mobilization, and profe:."'Sional live5 of educatoi..-z. 

V1:::1on:-. The i::::::ue of 9oah: wa::: not addre::::::ed in A T1rr,e to Act. 
The commi::::::ion report never :;:.pecif1ed what chan9ez :;:.hould cx:cur 
a::: a re:::ult of improvin•:1 Jewish education, beyond the mo:::t 
9eneral aim of Jew1sh cont1muty. Specify1n•:1 •:1oal::: l.5 a 
i::hallen•:1in•:1 enterpri:o-e given the d1ver:::1ty within the Jewi:::h 
,::ommun1ty. Nonethelc:'"', the leod -::ommuniti= proje,::t -::annot 
advance--and J.t ,::ert:a1nly cannot be evaluated-without a 
compilation of the de:c:ired outcome:.~ 

For purpo:::e::: of the evaluation project, we will take 9oal::: to 
mean outcome5 that are de:::ired within the lead communit1e,,. l,e 
anticipate uncovering mult1ple 9oal:::, and we expect per:::on::: 1n 
different :;:.e•:1ment::: of the community to hold different and 
:o-0metime-::: conflictin9 preference:.--.. Our a1m 1::: not to adjudicate 
amon-;J competin·:1 9oal:::, but to uncover and :::pell out the vision:;:. 
for chan·:1e that are held aero:::::: the commun1ty. To :::orne extent, 
9oal::: that emer9e in lead communi-cie::: will be clearly :::tated by 
part1c1pam::;.. Other 9oal:::, however, will be imphci t in plan::: 
and project:::, and the evaluat1on team will need to tea:::e them 
out. The evaluation project will con:::ider both :::hort-term and 
lon·:1-term 9oak~ 
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Adam Gamora~ (fax: 608 265-2140 ) Thur Aug 19 93 

In thi:c: area, the mo:::t excitin•::, development clurin•:1 the pa:::t year 
wa:::: the initiation of the CIJE Goal::: Pi.·oject, an effort to a::::si::::t 
the communi tie:c: in articulatin·3 clear and· mea,mrable 9oal::::. The 
Goal:::: Project ha:::: three element::::, each of which will be monitored 
by the MEF project a::; they come into contact with the 
commlmi tieZ: 

(al CIJE haz. z.ucce::.~fully reeruited the national 
denomination:::: (orthodox, conservative, and reform1 to 
provide re::.~urceZ to community in:c:titutions (e.9., 
::::-ynago-,1l1e:::., schools, community centers, to help them focu:::: 
on goal:::: that are specific to their context;;:.. CIJE staff 
will facilitate thi::.: relationship. 

(b1 CIJE z.taff will encoL1ra9e and help the local lead 
commLJnity commi~ionz. to develop vision ztatement:::: that will 
de-.::-.cribe the overall pLJrpo::;~ of the lead community project, 
and how it expei::ts to be jLJd';Jed. 

(Cl The Mandel Inz.titute will ::.:hare with the denomination::., 
and the commun.1tieZ it:::: project on alternative coni::eption::.: 
of the Educated Jew. 

The fir::.,t ta::.:k of the evaluation team w.111 be to docL1ment the 
proce:c::::: throu•:ih whii::h i::lear 9oal::. bei::ome artii::ulatecl. The :::.econcl 
ta:-k will be to e:c:tabl.1::.h, .111 ,:;onsultation with the con1mL111itie::., 
the mea::::ure::: needed to evaluate pro9re::.~ toward::.: the;;:.e •;,oalz.. 

Mobilization. Aci::ordin9 to A Time to Act, mobiliz.in':I <::ommunny 
::.upport: for Jewish education i.::: a "buildin9 block" of the lead 
,:;ommunitie:; projei::t, a condition that i.::: e:c:::.:ential to the ::.ucce::.~ 
of the endeavor. This involve::. recruitin9 lay leaderz. and 
educati.n•:1 them about the importance of education, as vell a::., 
increa::.:in•3 the financial re::.~uri::eZ that are i::ommitted to 
education. The Report guoteZ one comm.1.:c--.s.1oner as ::.:ayin·:1, ''The 
i::hallen9e .i::.: that by th<:: year 2(•:•:,, the va::::'C majori-cy of theZe 
,:;ommunity leader;;:. ::.hould ::'.ee education a::.: a burnin9 1.::::::l1e and the 
re:::::t ::.houlcl at lea:::::t think it J.S important. When th.i:: i:::: 
ai::hieved-money will be available to finani::.: fully th.: ma::::::::i ve 
pro:iram envisioned by the Commi::.:z.ion (p. 64L" 

Ea,:;h of the communitieZ has shown ai::tivity in thi::. ar~a durin9 
the first year, althou9h in different way::.:. Om· ta::.k for 1993-94 
will be to monitor pro:,ire;;:.s in this area, with ::::pec.1al attention 
to k.:y i:$$LleZ that emer9.:d durin9 the previous year. Amon·:1 th=-e 
are: 

-- Alt hou9h local commi::.sion:::: i::ontain repr<'::-.:ntati vez. from 
diver::.:.: ,:;on::::titueni::ies, there are a:::: y.:t no mechani::.:m:::: for 
the:-e repre::."":':ntative;;:. to inform and •:1alvanize ::::uppon: in 
th.:ir const.1tu.:ni::ie::.-.. Throu9h what prcx:e:::::a.e:::: doe::.: 
::::,ui::ceZsful diffo::.:ion of mobilization and ::.upport occur,· 

23:56 PAGE 1/'/ 
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- Educator::.: are playin•:1 important role;-:; a::: repr~-.entativc::.: 
of their inztitutionz. l·ihat are th.;: mean:: throu,;rh which the 
communities .;:ffectively encoL1ra9e edL1ca1:01::::: to further th.;: 
lead communi-cy prcx:c::.-.s thi.:ou•,h development and 
implementation of educational innovation::.::· 

-- In Z\1ccezsful mobilization of lay lcaderzhip, what iz the 
interplay between recruitin,;i leader:: in support of zpec:i.fic 
pro)ectz (e.•3., day z-::hool zcholarzhipz1, az compared with 
leadership for -che total lead community proce::.Z: 

Profe-::-zional hve:S of Jewizh educato:i.·s. Enhancin·::i the prof..szion 
of Jewi.::h education .lZ the Zeeond critical buildin9 block 
zpecihed in A Time to Act- The Report claims that fundamental 
improvement in Jewizh education is not ~""::'.-.lble without radical 
chan•:1e in area:: such as recruitment, trainin•:1, :::.alariez, career 
tracks, and empowerment of educator::, 

Durin9 the firzt year, we establ.J.Zhed bazeline condition:: that 

23 :sc, l'AGF. c;/7 

can zerve az ::::tandarcl:::- for compar4-.on in future year:;. In 199394, we will monitor how information 
bein•3 utilized from the 

educator survey and prof~-.sional live:: of educator rei;or::::::, and 
monitor whether a treatment plan for per::.onnel .lZ be1n·:1 
developed. We will learn about the component:::-, :::.-:ope, and 
.unplemen-cation of :::.uch plan:::.. In addition, we 1.·1.ll continue our 
work on per::.onnel and p:i.-0£c::,::,.1onal l.:..ve:c: of ,::duca-cor:::. by :::tudy.i.n·:1 
informal educator:::: and adult educator::, 

Product::;.. The produ,::tz of th.lZ azpect of our monitor.in•:1 and 
feedback for next year will .include: 

11 monthly feedback to the lead commun.itic::.:, 
21 monthly update,:; to ('IJE, 
31 ,::umula-cive year two report:.: to commun.11:.1,:::,; and ('1JE abou.: 

visions, mobil.izat.1on, and perzonnel, and 
41 special topics r.eportz .::1:: u;:,u= ar.1.:-e (e.·:J., the 

,::han9in9 role:.: of BJ&L 

21 COMMUNITY PROFILES (SELF STUDY! 

In re:::ponze to the pace of implemen-cation in the lead 
commun.1t.1e::., we are w.1llin9 to t.ako::: on as our re::::ponzibility the 
:::-c:lf-::-tudy. (Since thi::- .iz no lon·;,er a ::::elf-:c:tudy, we ars: termin·:i 
.:hi::. a::::pe,::-c of our work, communi.:y profil~,1 Bu.1ld1n•:1 ful! 
community prof.ilez will be a two year proces::;.. In the far::::t year 
we pro~-.e that we emphazi,e collect:i.n•3 data from ,:om11un.1ty 
institutions and a•;,enc1c:::::: to addre:::s the que::.:tion: 1-.ihat .1s the 
educational profile of the lead commun.it.iez:· In the ::-c:i::ond year 
we pro~-.e a need:.: analy::::.1Z/market oriented survey of client:.: and 
const.1tuenc.1e:::: to determine their views and needs .111 re•:1arcl to 
Jewizh eclui::ation in the lead ,:ommuni ties. 
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In the hrzt year we will fcx:us on the .1:c-:c-lle~- ;:.,:;t forth .in the 
plannin·J •Jlude conce:rn.1n9 the :.:elf ztudy (pa·:J~ W-121. The t1EF 
team, .in ,:on)linct.ion with the CIJE Edur.atJ:on Officer, will b.::·;,.1n 
to work with the i::ommun1t1c:,; to ,:;oordinate and .implement thiz 
effort~ Our ,::,oal is to r.ultivate enthuziazm and Zer.l1re ownerzh.ip 
throu•:1h the CIJE/LC partnerzh.ip. 

We w.1ll ah-.o meet with the LC r.oorcunatorz to •:iet the.1r .input 
into the typez of information that will b.:: uzeful to them az well 
a:;: learn about the typez of information already available. l,e 
will ,:;oller.t e::-:ample::: of the typez of demo:1raphi,:; and/or 
educational profilez that have been uzed in other ,:;ommun1t1-=.~ 
After the:;:.e ,:;onzul tat.ion::: we will develop a methodolo,1y and 
report1119 form that ,:;an b.:: u::.--:.::d by all the LC::, to report the 
community profile information. The field rezearr.herz will work 
with the lJ:' ,:oordinatorz to facilitate the pro:~.:;:.~ l,e will 
enter the information into a data ba::<:, and prov.1de ea,:;h 
community with a profile bazed on the analyZe::. 9enerated from the 
.information provided. In addition, ql1al1t:ative data ,:;oller.ted 
throu·:1h Ollr on·;ioin9 monitorin9 prcx:es::. will b.:: .1ni::ludecl a::. 
inte-;ral ,:;omponents of the community profile:::. 

Produr.t::, The out,:omez of thi.:; a::.pe:ct of our work will be: 

11 a methodolo:1y and :;tandard reportin·;i form for ,:;ommuni ty 
profiles, 

21 analy$€:$ and reports of -.:he ,:ommunity profile of ea,:;h lJ:', 
and 

31 A :;ummary report of the profile::. of all three LC::, 

In order for ~ -.:o be•;in thi::- a.zpe:ct of our work, CIJE will need 
to put th.iz project on the a9enda !'-O all the LCs know ~hat thi::: 
will be a major endeavor to be-;in 111 the fall. In aclclition, the 
gue:::tion about re:::ourr.c:,; will need to be r.larifiecl w1t:1 the lJ:'z. 
While ;:.ome of the information of the commun.1ty profile::- will be 
readily available, new information will need to be colle<:tecl and 
9enerated. Thi::. may in,:ur certain e::-:pe:nsez, a::. well as anr..1Eary 
feez for mailin9:;., forms, ::,e,:retarial a::.:::i:::tance, data 
prcx:ezzin·:1, et,::. 

31 COGNITIVE OUTCOMES 

23:S? 

Lor.al data from community profile::. i~- not :ellffir.ient for a lon·:Jtt:rm :etudy of chan-;re. Thu:::, we prop, 
e that the third part of the 
MEF plan for ne::-:t year be-,1in to plan for and ::.eek appropriate 
inztrument::: for quantit~t.ive az=sment of outcome data that are 
import~nt to the advancement of Jewish edui::ation and continuity. 
Thi::: component iz crui::ial in order to be•:1.1n to monitor trends in 
the out,:;omez of Jew.i.:;h edl1cation. 

lie pro~--:.: to fo,:uz the .initial asze:-.::.ment of outcome;:; on Hebrew 
lan•:1ua9e. We have ,:ho-,:;en thi:: outcome for two rea;:.on::::: 11 The iz 
a hi9h level of a9reement that Hebrew lan9ua9e iz a r.rucial 
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outcome of Jewish c:ducatJ.on, and 21 The 9reater likelihood of 
fincl.1.n•3 appropriate: azs=zmc:nt prcx:ec\Ltrc:z. 

One: ~~.ibtlity l.S nc:w work by an c::--:pert in the: a&~zmcnt of 
Hebrew as a :-c:cond lan•;ua-;e, Profes~.or Elana Shohamy of the: 
Hebrew Un.iverzity of Jeruzalem. An initial consultation w.ith 
Prof-=--.e-Or Shohamy was quite: promiz.ing and we will continue to 
work on thi.z issue dur.1.n9 the ,:om.1.n9 year. 

41 CONCLUSION: FOSTERING EVALUATION- MINDED COMMUNITIES 

As we noted in this year's pro-;rr~.s report to the CIJE Board, the 
HEF project will be succezdul if each Lead Community come:;.: to 
view evalllat.ion as an =::-c:nt.ial componc:nt of all c:ducational and 
::cx:ial zc:i·vice pi·o-;rrams. l, e hope to fo:::;ter th.iz attitude by 
counrelin9 reflective practitioners - c:ducatorz who are willi.n9 
to ~hink ::yzt c:matically about their work, and share :i.ru::i·;rht"" with 
others -- and by hc:lp.1.n9 to =tablish evaluation component:: in 
all new Lead Community initiative:.--... 

23:58 PAGE 7/7 



Mandel Institute 

Tel: 972-2-66 J ~ .;>d

Fax: 972-2- 6~o-~3'=r-
Facsimile Transmission 

Mr. David Hirschhorn 
To: Date: 

22.11.93 
---------------- -----------

From: ---------------
Seymour Fox 

No. Pages: ____ +.___ ___ _ 

Fax Number: }t-lo- bD - 0 Ill. 

Dear David, 

I hope that you are feeling well and that you are regaining your full 
powers. I miss our meetings and I hope that we will be able to see each 
other and have one of our relaxed conversations when I come to the States 
in the month of February. I will be in touch with you shortly with the hope 
that this can be arranged. 

I am enclosing the latest version of the Monitoring and Evaluation 
Project. It has been responded to by all the players involved. There is a 
good deal of enthusiasm and I'm tnlly hopeful that this work will lead to an 
important breakthrough in the way Jewish education does its work. 

I think it is important for the two of us to talk in the next few days 
so that we can finish the presentation to your Foundation, including the 
budget. 



Your decision to support this aspect of the work of the CIJE is a 
source of great encouragement to Mort, the Board and the staff of the 
CUE. 

With best regards to you and Barbara. 

Sincerely yours, 



FIRST THOUGHTS IN WAKE OF A GOALS PROJECT SIMULATION 

SHMUEL WYGODAIDANIELMAROM 

After simulating a discussion between the Milwaukee Jewish Day School (Liberal) 
and the MI/CDE on the basis of the fow1.h draft of its. "HEBREW/JUDAICA 
MISSION STATEMENT (3/9/93)" (appended to this document), we have arrived at 
the following set of first thoughts on the goals defining process in lead 
cornrnwtities:: 

1. Tite process of defining or redefiniug goals involves thorough and painstaking 
delineation of general aims into operative and evaluable directives (eg, the goal of 

rrunitment to Medinat Yisrael" would have to be refined in tenns of what altitudes, 
behaviors, and skills are specifically meant by "commitrnent" and by what aspects of 
modem Israel are specifically meant by "Medina! Yisrael." WheUter becnuse of its 
demand for institutional inlegrity w1d arduous effo1t work or becnuse of its 
implications for the reorganization of everyday life in U1e school, this process can be 
very threatening. 

2. 111e goals defining process demands facilitation by an outside expert/s. 111e 
facilitator/s role would be to guide the process Uirough asking questions, making 
distinctions w1d posing suggestions w1til it has produced goals stabnents which w·e 

- agreed upon by Ute various players in Ute school's leadership (lay, administrative, 
pro, parents, etc.) 

- are capable of being implemented by U1e school's sla.lf (wiU1 appropriate 111-

service b·aining if necessary and nvailable) 

- can be evaluated. 

Titough the facilitator/s would have to "translate" U1e concerns and w1derstadings of 
each of the players in U1e goals defining process, it would not be Ute facilitator/s's 
role to shape school policy in any way. Similarly, U1ough the need for clarity would 
necessarily involve inquiry into issues of priority and value, the facilitator/a would 
not altempt to raise U1e level of discourse on goals to the level sought out in U1e 
papers on U1e educated Jew. 

3. A school's statement of general aims (as in Uie appended Milwaukee Jewish Day 
School "mission statement) cw1 be 11 useful struting point if it reflects, even in a very 
general way, someU1ing of an auU1entic vision. Honest nuances in such a document 
can be "exploded" into a series of specific questions, clarifications, ru1d 
differentiations which are necessary for the definition of goals (eg. the goal of 
preparing students for "possessing w1d valuing !! Jewish lifestyle" makes mru1y 
assumptions about what a school must present to students as a viable way of Jewish 
living, about how U1ese must be presented, and about what it means for a student to 
learn about each one of U1ese lifestyles ru1d to choose one of them for him/herself). 
When such a statement is available, it may provide a less threatenina hs:u:ii:: for thP 



goals defining process than when U1ere is no statement at all. In cases in which even 
U1is kind of mission statement is w1available, one would have to think about how lo 
generate its production or suggest U1at the process begin on the basis of a "content 
analysis" (an extrapolation of goals statements from an analysis of its existing 
programs and practice). 

4. TI1e question of how to initiate U1e goals defining process in schools in lead 
communities is very sensitive and complex. We do not know how many of the 60 -
80 schools in lead commw1ities (early childhood, day, and supplementary), would 
want to undergo such a process. Since llie process can be threatening, it may safely 
be assumed U1at many schools will not be immediately open to llie idea Though 
pressure from lay leaders and force management could create the basis for such a 
process, one must also consider the possibility Uiat those who implement a vision 
will not do so with great energy and conviction, even if llie "guillotine" of 
accountability is hanging over U1eir heads, wiless they believe in U1e school's vision 
and see U1emselves as having some role in its conception. Fw1hermore, we have no 
idea of how many outside experts are available for such a process ( certainly not 

1ougb to work with all the schools in a lead commwiity at once) nor do we know 
how much time would be necessary in order to achieve appropriate results. 

It may be iliat the resources of the MI-CIJE would be well invested, at least at 
first, into an intensive goals de.fining undertaking with one or two schools in each 
lead conununity The advantage of this approach is Urnt U1e MI-CUE could choose 
to work with schools whose desire to enter into a goals defining process is assured 
from Ute outsel In addition, it would be possible lo consider recruiting those 
schools into Ute process which, when seen entering Ute process, would provide an 
incentive for other schools to do llie same. Yet another advantage is U1at llie smaller 
w1dertaking could provide the l\il-CIJE wiU1 valuable experience in preparation for 
llie larger goals project in and across lead communities (Uiis could possibly make 
U1e smaller undertaking appropriate for the pilot project stage). 

5. Linked to the issue of initiating tl1e goals defining process is that of the specific 
players which would have to be involved. As was staled above, being involved in 
the process can be an important factor in empowering and energizing players for Ute 
implementation process. This would logically lead to the conclusion that it would 
be important lo include as broad a base as possible in the process. On the 0U1er 
hand, besides the great burden Uiat a broad base places on efficiency, the sources of 
aulliority in the decision making process and U1e internal politics will be different in 
each school. This could obviously have great impact on Ute question of who it 
would be necessary, advisable, or optional to include in tl1e goals defining process. 
One possibility of dealing with this issue would be to work willi a committee of 
representatives of each of U1e constituents in a school (lay, administrative, pro, 
parents, etc.) in producing draft fonnulations of goals and U1en with each 
respresentative and his/her constituent in suggesting emendations. TI1is could also 
work the other way around - first goals fonnulations could be done willi each of the 
constitutenls and U1eir representatives separately and llien emandations could be 
done by a committee of all the representatives. In boU1 cases, it is reasonable to 
asswne that U1ere would be a series of rounds or movements made between the two 
groups in order lo reach a final formulntion of the school's goals. 



A related question for many of the schools will be the role of U1e central offices 
of U1e respective denominations Even in cases in which a denominalion had 
developed its own definition of goals - with or without the facilitation of lhe MI
CIJE - it is difficult to assume lhat local schools would not want to go through their 
own goals defining process. Some schools may, of course, feel comfortable using 
denominational goals statements as a framework within which U1ey could taper and 
refommlate their own goals. Others may be more open to considering goals 
fommlated by the central denomi~ational offices when U1ose offices offer immediate 
support for the implementation of those goals through cWTicula and in-service 
lraining. But since the goals defining process is itself a factor in creating energy, 
efficiency, and accounlability in a school, even in these cases effort would have to 
be invested in locally in order lo ensure that the various players in a school 
widerstand, desire and are capable of implementing centrally formulated goals. It 
would therefore be necessary to consider how, in each case, a fiuilful working 
relationship could be negotiated between the central denominational offices and 
their local constih1ents in lead communities. 

In considering this issue, it could be impo1iant to keep in mind U1at U1e 
denominations may choose to embark on a long-winded search for educational goals 
on the basis of the conceptions developed in the Ml's educated Jew project. In 
cases in which this indeed transpires, it would be possible for the central 
denominntional offices to raise llie standards and level of discourse on goals among 
their constituents. Asswning Uiat a fiuitful relationship wiU1 the central 
denominational offices had been built in to the goals defining process in schools in 
lead commwiities, this would provide a solid basis for such a development in lead 
communities - one which could indeed provide a model for other communities. 

TI1e question of outside expertise is, of course, also pertinent to the question of 
who sits around llie table in U1e goals defining process. It is important here to 
distinguish between the task of facilitating llie fonnulation of clear goals and 
suggesting ideas or programs in order to implemenl these goals. Since goals set a 
llieorelicaJ basis for ideas and programs, and the latter should be evaluated in light 
of U1e former, it is critical to separate these two activities. As was stated above, it is 
difficult lo assume lliat U1e MI-CUE has enough staff available to work willi all of 
the schools in lead communities at llie srune time. Even in working wiili small 
number of schools, all of which would agree to working wiili an outsider, llie 
question of how to work together needs attention. Possibilities range from long 
tem1, on-site, "hands-on" cooperation on site to fax relationships. The question of 
whetl1er or not it would be possible to train local experts for this assignment may be 
worth con.'3idering. 

6. In order to proceed, we suggest Uiat iliis document be discussed with AH and SF 
in preparation for U1e discussion of Ute goals project at the coming CUE seminars. 



HEBREW/JUDAICA MISSION STATEMENT Draft lt4: 3/9/93 

$~:-L-
The mission of HJDS is to prepare ~ aeuat es- to be educated participants in the 

Jewish conmunity, possessing and valuing a Jewish lifestyle and the ability to engage 

in independent Jewish study. Through active and intensive study of source materials, 

students will become knowledgeable participants in Jewish life. 

MJDS aspires to foster in each child a positive Jewish identity and a love and 

corrmitment to God, Israel and the Jewish people . The program emphasizes the richness 

and worth of religious pluralism and instills respect and appreciation for different 

outlooks and practices within Judaism. It will stress the need to accept and embrace 

ail Jews as equal participants in the Jewish cormll.lr,i ty . 

Judaic and general studies curricula are substantially integrated, enabling 

students to express their Jewishness i n their daily lives . 

' , . 



PROGRAM GOALS draft ff3: 3/9/93 

Graduates of MJDS will have attained the following goals : 

\"?I\ ~l'll,(~.'i(({_J1- J' ~-nt·il·-11. 

1. knowledge and understanding of the full range of Jewish beliefs and observances. 

2. knowledge of and familiarity with Jewish sources. 

3. understanding of the development of Jewish tradition. 

4. knowledge of Jewish history . 

' ..... 

In the area of Jewish skills: 

1. the ability to speak, read, write and understar.d the Hebrew language. 

2. the ability to participate in and lead synagogue worship ( tefillah) .. 

3. the ability to participate in and lead home and holiday celebrations. 

4. the ability to study Jewish sources independently. 

In the area of Jewish attitudes: 

L comnitment to gemilut chasadim (acts of loving kindness). 

2. cornnitirent to Klal Yisrael (Jewish comnunity). 

3. corrmitment to Medinat Yisrael (the modern State of Israel). 

f. positive feelings about Jewish life, celebration, and learning. 

? 



MINUTES: 

DATE OF :tvtEETING: 

GOALSSEMINARTELECON 

Thursday, May 26, 1994 

DATE MINUTES ISSUED: Monday, May 30, 1994 

PRESENT: 

COPY TO: 

I. PARTICIPATION 

Caroline Biran, Gail Dorph, Prof. Seymour Fox, Alan Hoffinann, 
Barry Holtz, Ginny Levi, Daniel Marom, Prof. Danny Pekarsky, 
Abby Pitkowsky (sec'y), Shmuel Wygoda 

Annette Hochstein 

The current list of participants was reported. Questions were raised regarding the number 
of participants from each community, and the number of participants of the same position 
(lay leader, educator, federation). 

Alan suggested that Caroline and Ginny work together to create a master list and to 
circulate it amongst those participating in the telecon. Alan also suggested a need for the 
creation of short confidential bios on participants. It will be decided who will work on 
this. 

Prof. Fox inquired whether our major audience should be lay people. Prof Pekarsky 
asked for whom are we planning this seminar. Pekarsky expressed the concern that there 
will be many different levels at this seminar, and questioned whether a meaningful way can 
be found to use those who are on a sophisticated level; will they get something out of it. 
Barry mentioned that some participants are in a completely different category, such as Bob 
Hirt, and Isa Aron, and suggested that they play the role of helpers, rather than audience. 
Pekarsky replied that this has to be conveyed to them. Fox suggested that the people 
Barry mentioned can be assigned a role; to prepare themselves to respond to their 
constituents. 

II. REACTIONS TO PEKARSKY'S DOCUMENT 

Pekarsky told the group that he was grateful for their insights and reactions on his 
document. He said that he felt comfortable with the overall framework. 

A Group Discussions 

Pekarsky raised the question about the nature of the small groups. He added that these 
groups must be designed in such a way to insure the best possible discussion. It was 
suggested that some of these groups will be formed by community. It was further 



suggested by Prof Fox that it will also be worthwhile for some groups to meet by 
denomination. 

It was clarified that a "I to l staff participant meeting" is similar to that of a "camper" role. 

B. Vision 

Pekarsky emphasized that the term "vision" needs to be very clear. Fox added that we need to 
be clear as to why vision is playing such a crucial role. Pekarsky said he would write a draft 
why vision plays a crucial role and what is the problem it's answering. 

Pekarsky raised the topic of descriptions of vision-driven education. He suggested using 
works by Heilman (Qefenders of the Faith) and Dewey ("Protocols of the Lab School", an 
appendix to the Dewey School) as an illustration of the process from vision to practice. He 
also suggested getting additional material from a "different world", besides the ultra Orthodox 
in Heil.man's work. Fox said he was aware of the published protocols from the Dewey School 
(in Chicago), and it was agreed that Pekarsky and Fox would exchange the Dewey materials. 

Fox expressed the concern that Heilman's work may be difficult for the participants to view as 
applicable to "real life" and to their institutions. He suggested the need to look for a piece that 
is a better example for the seminar participants. A need was expressed to focus on Jewish 
educational examples. Pekarsky assigned the task of collecting I - 3 Jewish examples to 
Marom. 

Marom expressed concern about people learning from bad examples in the field, and suggested 
learning the textual examples on the same day as the field trips. 

Alan inquired whether reading is expected to be done prior to the seminar. If so, Alan 
suggested that it needs to be sent with guided questions. 

C. Greenberg 

Pekarsky said that the second day will have a great focus on preparation for Greenberg. 

Fox suggested to do this in very small groups - almost private lessons. He added that it will be 
very challenging to prepare I or 2 lay persons on this topic. Fox distinguished between 
understanding the sources, and understanding the paper, and the challenge would be to show 
how Greenberg moves from sources to education. 

Alan suggested to work on the Greenberg class in a Beit Midrash - Chevrutot [pairs] style. 

Pekarsky suggested to bring a live embodiment of an alternative to Greenberg; a person whom 
the seminar participants wouldn't have the opportunity to meet in North America. 

Fox mentioned that there are such people here in Israel, such as Rosenak and Brinker. 



D. Examples of Vision-Driven Institutions 

Pekarsky suggested that it might be useful for participants to wrestle with the problem of 
moving from vision to practice as a preparation for discussion on this topic in the seminar. 

The question was raised regarding including or omitting the material on Camp Ramah as an 
example of a vision driven institution. Fox suggested using Ramah as an example of 
Greenberg's idea of "enclave" (if the historical examples above included one from the Orthodox 
world). An alternative, in discussing the implications of Greenberg's paper for educational 
practice, would be to draw a portrait of an hypothetical Solomon Schechter day school on the 
basis of the paper. 

Additional possibilities for the fieldtrips included Rav Lichtenstein's Yeshiva, (Shmuel said that 
he would make available the aritcle "Zot Ha Torah HaHesder"], and Ruth Calderone's "Elul" (a 
Beit Midrash for secular and Orthodox participants). 

Fox raised the need for the overall program to be very flexible in the event that the participants 
are really "hooked" into a topic. 

Fox suggested that rather than thoroughly enter the topic of how to build vision in an 
institution, it would be useful to ask an educator/principal to speak a bit about what it would 
involve to develop vision-based education in their institution. 

Alan suggested that instead of leaving the discussion of what the participants should tell their 
communities to the last day, there should be an opportunity for small discussion groups two 
hours a day. 

ill. FUTURE :tvfEETINGS 

It was decided at the end of the tel econ that Pekarsky would work over the Memorial Day 
holiday weekend in order to send an updated version of the seminar. 

A.Telecon 

Two possible dates were set for the next telecon. 

- Tuesday, May 31, 8:00a- 10:00aEDT (3 :00p- S:00p Israel time) 
- Wednesday, June 1, 7:00a - 9:00a EDT (2:00p - 4:00p Israel time) 

The U.S. participants will inform Israel participants if they will be prepared for a telecon 
Tuesday, due to the American holiday of Memorial Day on Monday, May 30. 

B. Meeting 

A date was set for a meeting in Israel prior to the seminar: Thursday, July 7. (entire day). 



IV. ASSIGNMENTS 

Assignment Assigned To Date Assigned Date Due 

Create a master list of participants and Caroline and Ginny May26 TBD 
circulate it amongst seminar staff 

Short bios of seminar participants TBD TBD TBD 

Draft of why vision plays a crucial role Pekarsky May26 
and what is the problem it's answering 

Exchange Dewey materials Fox and Pekarsky May26 

Collecting 1-3 Jewish examples of an Marom May26 
illustration of the process from vision to 
practice 

Make available the article "Zot Ha Torah Shmuel May26 
HaHesder" 

Create an updated version of the Pekarsky May26 Next telecon 
seminar 



Date : 14 Mar 94 21 : 44 : 00 EST 
From : "Alan D. Hoffmann" <73321 . 1220@CompuServe . COM> 
To : Abby Pitkowsky <ABBY@vms . huji . ac . il> 
Cc : Gail Dorph <73321 . 1217@CompuServe .COM>, 

Ellen Goldring 
<GOLDRIEB@ctrvax . vanderbilt . edu>, 

Alan Hoffmann <73321 . 1220@CompuServe . COM>, 
Barry Holtz <73321 . 122l@CompuServe . COM> , 
Virginia Levi <73321 . 1223@CompuServe . COM>, 
Danny Merom <mandel@vms . huji . ac . il> , 
Daniel Pekarsky 

<PEKARSKY@mail . soemadison . wisc . edu> 

Subject: Goa ls Seminar in July 

Abby, 

From my point of view and that of all the people who 
are copied on this message, YOU are the po:nt person 
for this seminar in Israel . I will respond to your 
questions in capitals in the text itself . 

alan 

Forwarded Message------ - 

Subject : +Postage Due+goals seminar 
Date: 13-Mar-94 at 09: 14 
From : INTERNET :MANDEL@vms . huji . ac . i~, 
INTERNET :MANDEL@vms . huji . ac . il 

To: Alan D. Hoffmann, 73321 . 1220 
73321,1220 

Cc : abby@hujivms 
Subject: goal s seminar 

Hi Alan, 

Ca~oline and I are working on making arrangements for 
the Goals Seminar this July . We have some 
information, and want to share it with you, and 
receive some feedback . 

Regarding sleeping arrangements, we have already 
reserved 20 rooms at Mishkenot Sh'ananim 
{approximately $100) . There is also the possibility 
of the Hyatt . We have not placed a reservation yet as 
we will be obligated to pay for any cancellation. It 



is very important that you know that the reservations 
at these places can only be held for two more veto 
move on that . 

ABBY AND ALL THE GANG: 
THIS IS GREAT NEWS AND WE SHOULD BOLD ON TO THE 20 
ROOMS AT MISHKENOT AND DECIDE NOW THAT WE ARE GOING 
TO USE MISHKENOT. GINNY SHOULD INFORM RUTH , CHAIM AND 
LAUREN EXACTLY WHAT THIS MESSAGE SAYS AND GIVE THEM 
TWO WEEKS TO SEND ABBY THEIR SPECIAL REQUESTS. 

Concerning the Laromme, they are full at the 
business rate, and can only give us rooms at full 
price, which is $168 for a single , instead of the 
business rate , which is $100 (this ratewill change) . 

KEEP TALKING TO THE LAROMME - WE MAY NEED EXTRA ROOMS 
LATER ON AS MORE PEOPLE REGISTER. BUT UNDER NO 
CIRCUMSTANCES GIVE UP ROOMS AT MISHKENOT. 

In answer to your question about availability of 
rooms at Mishkenot the week before and after the 
Seminar for those who may wish to extend tteir stay; 
the week before the Seminar,there is on:y a section 
that is available, and the week after, there is full 
availability . Again, we need to know about these as 
soons as possible in order to secure reservations . 

GINNY - PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT OUR THREE MAIN CONTACT 
PEOPLE KNOW ABOUT MISHKENOT'S CONSTRAINTS. 
ABBY - PLEASE FAX TO GINNY A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 
MISHKENOT WHICH YOU CAN GET FROM THEM WHICH EXPLAINS 
WHAT THERE IS THERE AND GIVES A HYPE ABOUT THE PLACE. 

As far as the meeting rooms , there are several 
options . If ~e stay at Mishkenot , we may use one of 
their meeting rooms that is located right outside the 
complex , and it is possible to have meals there as 
well . 

TAKE ALL THE MISHKENOT SPACE FOR NOW UNTIL I RETURN 
AND WE CAN TALK ABOUT THE SEMINAR. 

If we stay at the Hyatt , we may have the option of 
using a meeting room at Beit Meiersdorf or using the 
meeting room at the Hyatt . Caroline spoke today with 
Alegra at Melton, who will get back to us regarding 



the possibilities of an available meeting room at 
Beit Meiersdorf . Alegra also spoke to us about 
having our meals at the dining room of Meiersdorf . 

All the rooms at the Beit Sefer L' Manhigut are 
occupied during this time, and Amiti Yerushalayim 
only has a room large enough for 14 people . Also , 
Caroline is checking a t Bi nyanei Ha-ooma; they have 
new facilities which Caroline feels is worth 
checking . 

Caroline has the Master List from the Board Meeting 
this past June , and will begin to update and adjust 
it for our needs . 

I WANT TO SEE A MASTER DO-LIST FOR THE SEMINAR NEXT 
SUNDAY WHEN I COME INTO THE OFFICE WITH A DO-BY WITH 
DATES ATTACHED TO EVERY ITEM. 

We need to have some more details to make the work on 
our side smoother . 

1 . Who has invited the participants for the seminar? 
(Assuming they have already been invited) 

EACH COMMUNITY , TOGETHER WITH US IS WORKING ON THE 
INVITEES. ALAN IS TALKING TO MORE COMMUNITIES - E . G. 
BOSTON , PALM BEACH , CLEVELAND ETC. 

2 . What is their deadline for RSVP? 

WE DON'T HAVE ONE 

3 . Who is participating exactly? Do we know how many 
couples do we have? 

AT LEAST TWO COUPLES FROM MILWAUKEE OUT OF 6-8 
MILWAUKEE PARTICIPANTS. ALL THE REST IS FUZZY 

4 . Do you think we will have answers to all these 
questions within two weeks? 

NO. 

5 . Pekarsky told Danny he wanted an apartment for 
the month of July for he and his family in Talpiot or 
German colony neighborhood . Do you have any 
suggestions to. whom we can turn to regarding this? 

SPEAK TO HIS FRIENDS THE BANS (DR. RONNIE) AND TO VIC 
HOFFMAN OF HINDA AND VIC. 

ALAN 


